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Automobiles and Motorcycles overhauled and painted.
Electric Starting and Lighting a Specialty
Storage Batteries Recharged and Stored for the winter
Agency for the WESTINGHOUSE STQRAGE BATTERY
for all makes of cars
CALL AND SEE THE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT FOR THE
ELECTRIC TROUBLES—BEST IN THE STATE

147-T-tf

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Rockland Gazette was established

1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855. and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897

Have them made like new at the

When a man assumes a public trust,
he should consider himself us public
property —Thomas Jefferson.
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INCOME TAX RETURNS
-----«
Deputy Collector Perry Tells Where
He’ll Be, and When He'll Be There.

Prop.

ROCKPORT, MAINE

n

KNOX COUNTY ELECTRIC COMPANY ‘
Rockland, Maine, January 1, 1921.

NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS
Beginning Tuesday, February 1. 1921, all monthly bills for gas and

electricity it) this district will be sent out as soon as possible after meter
readings are obtained, Instead of on the last day of the month as at

present.

Deputy Collector John J. Perry will
be located at the following towns on
the given dates, to assist tax payers in
filing 1920 income tax returns.
Rockland, Revenue office, Jan. 24-25.
Vinalhaven. Custom office, Jan. 26-28.
Rockland, Revenue office, Jan. 29-Feb. 1
Waldoboro, Post Office, Feb. 2-3.
Warren. Post Office, Feb. 4.
Thomaston, Post Office, Feb. 5.
Rockland, Revenue office, Feb. 6-7.
Union, Post Office, Feb. 8-10.
Rockland, Revenue office, Feb. 11-13.
Belfast, Revenue office, Feb. 14-15.
Winterport, Post Office, Feb. 16.
Stockton Springs, Bank, Feb. 17.
Searsport. Bank, Feb. 18.
Belfast, Revenue office, Feb. 19-21.
j Brooks, Hotel, Feb. 22-23.
Belfast, Revenue office, Feb. 24-28.
Rockland, Revenue office, March 1-2.
Camden, Post Office, March 3-5.
Rockland, Revenue office, March 6-15

Bills will bear date of present meter readings and will cover charges

for service to that date. Bills will be due when presented and the same

discounts on gas and electricity will be allowed if payment is made
at our office (within ten days of the date of the bill.)

We find it necessary to do this because meter readings are taken

practically every day in the month and the delay in rendering these

RACING AT FRIENDSHIP

Another exciting race took place at
the Bog, Friendship, Saturday. Six
starters were entered, with the follow
ing results: Fred Thornton, first; E.
Burns, second; L. Burns, third; James
Benner, fourth; Charles Wallace, fifth;
» Virgil Morton, sixth.

bills causes misunderstandings.

Telephone that item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see IL

H. P. BLODGEIT,
1-13

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician

District Superintendent.

36 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLANO. MAINE
Hours 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Evenings by Appointment
Telephone 323.
1-tf

MAINE can
plants

Maine’s Future
Depends
Largely on
Maine Money

have

and

more

saw's* and

more

lathes

more

factories,

spindles,

and

looms,

more pay-rolls and greater prosperity about in proportion as
Maine people get behind Maine’s
resources with enthusiasm, brains,
hard work and investment money.

If we

keep

our

invest

ment dollars at home, to be
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HER COFFEE

Subscription $3 00 per year payable In ad
vance ; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
The contested divorce case of pare his case. This preparation, or at
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general Inter
An hudicnee that made up in en Adelyn B. (Bushnell) vs William E. least part of it, he declares, will con
est are solicited.
sist in the presentation of letters writ
Entered at the postofflee In Rockland for cir thusiasm what it lacked in numbers Boyden, which was begun at the pres ten to him by his wife, in which she
culation at second-class postal rates.
ent
term
of
Knox
County
Supreme
gathered
in
the
High
School
auditor

says: "If I cared to smoke, I’d smoke;
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from 464 Main Street, Rock ium Friday evening and listened with Court, and then continued until April, if I cared to drink, I'd drink” and other
land, Maine.
statements of similar calibre.
The

WHY throw your old tires away?

CIGARETTES WITH

Volume 76. . . .

spent in Maine for the building of
Maine, we have taken the first
long step toward lower taxes and
higher prosperity.

Not all of us can bring factories
here, but any of us who has saved
$107.50 or can save $10 per month,
can invest in Central Maine Power
Company 7 per cent Preferred
Stock and thus put his money to
work developing Maine’s water
powers.

Central Maine Power Co.
(of wfiich the Knox Electric Co. is a part)

Augusta, Me.

THE SEVENTH GRADE

Conferred by Rockland Lodge
Condensed Milk Not a Proper
Adelyn
Bushnell
Discusses
Some
Phases
of
Her
Inter

of Perfection—First Time
Diet Fdr Children, Said
rupted
Divorce
Trial
—
What
Mr.
Boyden
Says.
In Maine, 'Tis Said.
Miss Soule—Local Organi
zation.
At a spocial meeting of Rockland

ALL THE HOME NEWS

I* now making headquarters at FLYE’S GARAGE,
ROCKLAND, carrying in stock—

W.

.... TUESDAY* THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

Lodge of Perfection, A. A. 8. R. last
Friday afternoon the seventh grade,
Provost and Judge, was conferred for
what is believed to have been the first
time in this State.
The work was done by the follow
ing cast of characters, and is said to
have been of a very high order:
Thrice Illustrious Tito. Prince of Herodim, Albert I. Mather*
<b'g; AdonIram, Second Judge, William R. Luf
kin, 3 8 deg.: Abda, Third Judge, Wil
liam C. Lenfest, 32 deg; Joabert,
Seventh Judge, Acting Provost, Harry
L. Richards. 32 .deg.: Sixth Judge,
Fred \V. Wight, 32deg.; Grand Orator
Charles H. Duff, 32 deg.; Amos,
James A. Richan, 32 deg. Jereboam.
Walter S. Hounds, 18 deg: Captain or
the Guard, Charles L. Robinson, 32
deg
The candidates who had the unique
distinction of taking the seventh
grade, and upon whom the grade of
grand elect Mason was conferred in
the evening, were: Foster L. Perkins
and Percy L. McPhee, Wiscasset;
Frank J. McDonnell. Camden; Ed
ward W. Peaslep and Benjamin H.
Kellar, Thomaston; Harry L. San
born, Vinalhaven; Joshua N. South
ard. John A. Thomas, Raymond C.
Duff, Rockland.
A banquet was served at the close
of the afternoon session. The meet
ing was one of the most interesting ever
held in this city by the Order of Free
masonry.

closest attention to the able and il in order that an amended libel might
It wtas with just a little air of sad
luminating addresses of Dr. Laughlin, be filed, has excited a great deal of at ness that Miss Bushnell allowed hersell
tention
on
the
part
of
the
Boston
news

district health officer; Miss Lenora
to speak on this aspect of the case.
Chaplin, public health nurse for Knox papers, thanks to the young woman's “The public has been very quick to
and popularity' as an pick up that part of the case that re
county; and Miss Editht Soule, State prominence
ferred to smoking and drinking. They
director of Child Hygiene, Mrs. Ste actress in Malden, Mass.
said that I smoked—but they failed
The
testimony
which
had
been
pre

?ntireiy to say anything about the fact
vens of the State Chamber of Com
merce was unable to accept the invi sented when the case was suspended that I supported m.v widowed mother,
up
there in Thomaston. Me.! They arc
tation to he present, and it is hoped dealt solely with the young actress
that she may come to Rockland at woes. Immediately upon his return to quick to remember that I drank—ac
cording to the case—Wit nobody says
some future date.
Boston Mr. Boyden got into the lime anything at all about m.v beautiful
Dr. Laughlin whose district includes
the counties of Knox. Lincoln, Saga light through the following article 8-year-old son—by a previous mar
riage—whom I am supporting, and
dahoc and Waldo,’ gave an interesting which appeared in the Boston Post.
sending to school! The public is quick
• • * •
account of the work being done in
to recall all of these things—but they
different parts of his territory, espe
Letters in which he was told that do not recall the fact that I worked for
cially in the city of Bath. There 'you have married the wrong girl" and
my
education, that I put myself
a Public Health Center is maintained. that “if I cared to smoke I'd smoke; if through school and that I made myself
The activities carried on include a I cared to drink I’d drink" will he in what I am. No one says anything
milk station, baby clinic, the'work of troduced in court next April, William about those things."
a municipal or visiting* nurse as well E. Boyden of Somerville said as he dis
“It's all because I'm a professional
as public health nurseA Bath is do cussed the divorce libel brought woman I think"—the little actress—
ing splendid educational work along against him by his wife, Adelyn B. who looked about 16 in the gauzy, or
lines of preventive medlcinj and with Bushnell, leading lady at the Malden chid chiffons that she wore, waiting
its health center a permament feature Auditorium.
her call—continued: “If 1 was a quiet,
Mr. Boyden, who was a lieutenant home woman, leading a quiet, home
will never again • find itself in such
condition as prevailed during the ter in the air service preparing to go over life, nobody would pay any attention at
rible epidemic of influenza. Dr. Laugh seas when the armistice was signed, all to the affair. But I am a profes
lin pointed out the need of a full time asserted yesterday that a trip to a cer sional woman, and in a way, a public
health officer for this section, one who tain hotel at Randolph, N. H„ during character. And it would appear that
would give his entire time to the the influenza epidemic in 1918, was fol a professional woman may not be al
work of that office and whose terri lowed by his wife's letters becoming lowed to have any private life, at all.
tory could include not only our city less and less frequent and a distinct
"When the case was being heard in
but the towns of Warren, Thomaston change in the tone of them.
Rockland the lawyer for the defence
EMPIRE THEATRE
“I will have letters introduced when asked me if I drank. I am not used to
and Camden. These communities to
unite to pay him or her a suitable the case comes up again," said Mr. telling untruths—and so I refused to
An early stage success by Avery
salary, thus dividing the expense and Boyden yesterday, “which may ut least lie about it. I said, ‘I enjoy a cocktail
enabling them to receive the best ser give the public some little idea that 1 or a highball before my dinner.’ Then Hopwood serves as the basis for
vices that such an officer could ren was not the one whose affections he asked me if I smoked—and I said, Dorothy Dalton's new picture, “Guilty
cooled. I left my wife on Sept. 18 at t smoke on the stage and have a cigar
der.
the Hotel Lenox in Boston with every ette with my coffee.’ That is all there of Love," which has its final show
....
received is to that My only sorrow is that the ings today. Miss Dalton has the'rolu
Miss Chaplin told of the reorgan thing happy and serene. I
ization of the Maine Anti-Tuberculo letters, loving letters, from her from people in Malden here may not under of a New England maid, who impovsis Association into the Maine Public that time on (I was in the service stand. Of course, if it was New York— ished by the death of her father, se
Health Association with a broad and then) until during the influenza scare both of those things would be accepted cures a situation as governess in a
progressive program which .includes she went to Randolph, N. H. Then without question. Practically all wom rich family. An unfortunate love
the letters became fewer and decidedly en do them without question. But I am affair with
her employer’s young
not only anti-tuberculosis work, but
cool.
not so sure that out here in Malden cousin follows, and she compels the.
that for mental and social hygiene,
'Then I had a chance to either get they understand that.
youth to marry her at the pistol
conservation of vision and dental
out of the service when the armistice
"Then there are other reasons why I point, leaving him immediately after
health, as well as other lines. She
was signed or to go to the Canal Zone am sorry, and the chief one is, my
told of the organization of Knox
ward. Years later, the husband re
as an instructor. I wrote to my wife mother. Of course, my mother knows
County Public Health Association, it
for advice as to what course I should me and loves me and trusts me. Moth turns from abroad to discover her
being one of the two county associa pursue, and the letter I received in re
teaching school in a country town
tions affiliated with that of the state. turn resulted in me racing home 2000 ers are that way. But it hurts her to and, through a dramatic series of
have people misrepresent simple facts eventR, they are brought happily to
She has bcpn engaged the past six miles to see what the matter was."
about me. I call her up in Thomaston
months as the representative of this
Mr. Boyden displayed the letter, every Wednesday and every Sunday— gether.
county organization in doing all lines which he alleges was received ut that
A delightful little screen comedy
of work that belong to her office. In time. The closing paragraph reads: and I know how she feels about the called "All-of-a-sudden Peggy” will
answer to the 'query often heard. “Might as well be sensible, Bill, I'm case."
lie the mid-week feature. Marguerite
• • • •
"What is a Public Health Nurse
Clark has the role of «n Irish girl,
through. The eai' is yours whenever
Miss Chaplin read from an authority you want it. Incidentally, I'm sorry."
Little Miss Bushnell looks hardly Peggy O'Hara, who with her mother,
the following definition; “A public In another part of the same letter it more than a child. It is easy to believe a widow, Is staying at the manor of
English
Craekenthorpe,
an
health nurse is a graduate nurse who reads.
her when she says—in a conversation Lord
is doing any form of social service
"You have married the wrong girl purely feminine and purely intimate— nobleman engrossed in the study of
work in which the health of the pub
. . I should live my life as 1 that she wears a 16-year-o!d gown and bugs. Mrs. O’Hara is a noted scien
lic is concerned, and in which her pleased. If I cared to smoke, smoke: that it fits without alteration. What tist and is helping Lord Anthony
training as a nurse comes into play or if I cared to drink, drink; if I cared to is not quite as easy to believe Is that write a book on spiders. The sister
is recognized as a valuable part of her lie abed on Sunday do so and I should she is more than 16—even though at of the peer sends far her son, Jimmy
equipment.” Her chief work to date not tolerate any criticism or ruling on the very moment, she is playing the so because she thinks Peggy has designs
has been in cooperation with the my mode of living. Now you know as phisticated role of the woman of the on Anthony. In reality the girl secs
that her mother and the nobleman
school authorities in the
several well as I do just what remarks, etc. underworld, in “Wedding Bells."
But a leading woman in stock has to are in lave and wants to promote the
towns of the county making examin • all this would lead to. In short, the
be considerably more than a child of match. Jimmy, of course, fallH in
ations of the pupils' eyes, throats situation is impossible.
teeth and ears and in giving the tests
“I'm sorry Vor you, you married the 16, and Miss Bushnell’s experience in love with I'eggv, there is a laughable
required by the state school law. She wrong girl, but I'm also sorry for my dicates that she is equipped for the mixup when Peggy makes a prema
spoke in warm terms of the interest self. 1 married the wrong man. I am work she is doing. Her father was ture announcement of their marriage
thus shown by the superintendents going to end it now. It will be kinder blind, and so he could not do all that in order to render her mother free tu
and school boards. Her suggestion to you in the end as it would only drift he would for her family, and especially wed Anthony, hut it Is all cleared up'
for Rockland was that a visiting or «n into a much worse situation more for his daughter. "I was bound that I satisfactorily in the end.—Adv.
would do something,” says that daugh
municipal nurse be employed to do painful to deal with,"
Boyden asserted last night that when ter, “and so I determined to do it my
bedside nursing as the many' calls
MR. LAITE'S RECEPTION
that have come to her for this line of he arrived in Malden after the receipt self. I w'orked all the while I was at
work indicate the great need for of this letter and sought out his -wife tending school and I studied hard. For
The Bangor Commercial had the
at the stage door of the auditorium, he 10 years I have been hard at work—
same.
....
sent in his card and it came back with and if you know anything at all about follow ing about a reception tendered
The address by Mips Soule upon a scribbed message reading, "I cannot the life of a stock actress, you know in that city to a former Warren pas
“Child Hygiene" was most informing see you tonight. I will see you tomor what that work means.
“In this jase, I think it is apparent tor:
and covered many important branch row after the matinee.”
“Rev. Robert E. Laite, the new pas
• • • •
that
both sides really want freedom.
es, only a few of which can be given
tor of the Forest Avenue church, and
It
is
desirable.
But
perhaps
—
just
per

Now
comes
the
Boston
Sunday
Her

in this brief report. It is to be re
his family were tendered a reception
gretted that so few parents availed ald interview with the little actress haps—I am making a hit too much Friday night in the church with many
money to be let off easily. Of course,
themselves of the opportunity to hear herself, and Knox county friends, who
from my point of view, all the charges present and the affair was a complete,
this truly
helpful and
inspiring know her best will find it highly in
made are absurd. I could soy much if success in every w’a)'. A varied and
speaker. She said in part: “We hear
story follows: I would—hut all that, too. would lie ab interesting program was given and
the question asked: Why so much teresting. The Herald's
was
much
enjoyed.
Felicitations
• • « .
surd.
stress laid today upon the health of
“I have a little apartment here in were extended to the new pastoral
'What
is
the
use
of
recriminations?
children? Did not we of the present
Malden, and I have made some charm worker by live ftangor ministers, Rev.
adult generation grow up without so There would be no end to it, If we both ing friends. But it is Thomaston, Me., David N. Beach, president of the
got started.” Thus, briefly, does Miss
much fuss being taken regarding our
Adelyn B. Bushnell, leading woman of that I call home, and there the people Theological Seminary; Rev. A. E.
wellbeing as seems to be made over
the stock company of the Malden Au have no doubts about me. They only Morris of the Pine street Methodist;
that of the children of the present
ditorium, dispel any idea that she might smile and say: "Never mind, Addie, it Rev. Ashley A. Smith of thfe Univerday? What has happened all'fct once care to answer the attacks made by will all come right." You see, they salist church: Rev. F. 8. Bernauer of
that this old world is regarded as a
her one time husband, William E. Boy have known me always. But here, per the First Baptist and Rev. Mr. Hurlbad place for babies to live and move den of Somerville, whom she is suing haps it is different. They have not burt of the First Christian church.
and have their being? My reply is for divorce.
known me for so long a time. How A large cake was presented to Mr.
that those who ask these questions
The case was carried over until the ever, I feel as the Maine people do— Laite and he expressed his thanks In
think only of the children who have April term of court to allow the de that It will all come rtght in the end. fitting words. Following the program
lived to grow up but never of all tile fendant a further opportunity to pre I am sure of it.”
dainty refreshments w'ere served.”
thousands of babies who died before
their first birthday.
The
United
Colonial Restaurant, formerly LorStates stands eleventh in the list of
destroy the legalized liquor traffic
countries regarding infant mortality, condensed milk instead of that fresh had all the time been doing the most Ings. 282 Main street, next door to Bos
from the cow. Several reasons are
ton Shoe Store. Dinner Special 50c.
one child out of every ten dying be
constructive work for the heaith of
Jtf
fore one year of age. This is not an given for this; the difficulty of secur the nation, since the use of liquor
enviable record and effort is being ing clean, fresh milk since so much was the greatest menace to health
made by the Federal and state gov that it produced upon Maine farms is known In its departments of Health YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ernments to improve it. New Zealand shipped to Boston and other places and Heredity, Medical Temperance,,
has the best “record which is, one child for high price and convenience of Child Welfare, Mothers' Meetings, and
Whatever your occupation may be and bow
er rr crowded your hours with affairs, do not
in every 46 dies before one year old, handling; second, the ease with which Social Purity, it had
been doing fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
condensed
milk
may
be
procured,
and
and our nation has much to learn
pioneer work for public^ health that for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
from that small country of the far kept in good condition; third, con was row being recognized as having of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton. ,
densed
milk
makes
such
nice
fat
ba

Pacific in prevention of child mor
paved the way lor the many lines of
bies.
Miss
Soule
pointed
out
that
tality. In the reorganized State De
THE OLD MAN’S COMFORTS
endeavor to promote the health of the
partment of Health in Maine a Dlvi there is a field for the development nation, claiming the attention of many You are old, Father William,” the young man
of
a
certified
milk
business
in
our
cried.
r
sion of Child Hygiene is included
organizations and of federal and state
'•Ttie few locks which ere left you are grav
■ and through its efforts aims to save rural communities that will pay hand governments.
You
are
hale,
Father
William,
a hearty old
man ;
the babies of this state. Some of the some returns, when the mothers learn
At the close of the addresses an in
that
only
such
milk
should
be
given
Now
tell
me
the
reason,
I
pray.
”
lines of work include pre-natal care,
formal discussion of gome local health
care and feeding of babies, clean to babies that cannot be breast fed, questions especially those relating to “In the days of tuy youth,” Father WUHaa
replied,
milk, etc. The department sends out and that farmers, especially those of schools added to the value of the
progressive,
I remembered that youth would fly fast,
special lecturers, exhibits, gives dem the grange who are
And abused not my health and my rigor at
meeting.
should
eoojierate
with
the
state
de

lanstrations, sends literature, and co
first.
That I never might need them at last.”
operates with health officers, public partment in creating a demand and
DEMPSEY-CARPENTIER
a
supply
for
the
best
food
for
Maine
health nurses, women’s clubs, granges,
"Y’ou are old, Father William, the young man
school authorities and other bodies in children. She also said that the fat
cried,
The forfeit moneys of both princi
"And pleasures with youth pass away:
spreading the gospel of good health baby was not always the well on".
pals and promoters
involved
In And yet you lament not the days that are gone;
That
condensed
milk
as
a
diet
for
ba

for the Ijabies."
Now tell me the reason, I pray.”
bies tends to prevent the proper for the Dempsey-Carpentier heavyweight
« , •
days of my youth,” Father William
Miss Soule spoke of the Maternity mation of bone and to cause the de championship bout set for July 2 "In the
n-plied,
Bill which is before Congress as being velopment of certain diseases, espe were directly nr Indirectly accounted
I renumbered that youth could not last;
for in New Y'ork Wednesday. As a I thought of the future, whatever I did,
one measures that th" government is cially those of the kidneys.
result it appears that none of the
That 1 never might grieve for the past."
• • * *
proposing to aid in conservation of
This meeting was held under the terms of the contract signed Nov. 5. "You are old, Father W .Jam,” the young man
child life and added that every moth
cried,
er should interest herself in the pass auspices of the local W. C. T. U., 1920, has been violated and so far as
"And life must be hastening away;
age of this progressive legislation. Mrs. Beulah S. Oxton, County Presi can be foreseen at this time there is no You are cheerful, and love to converse upon
ground
for
the
report
that
tho
match
death ;
She also touched upon the import dent, presiding. She said in opening
Now tell me the reason, 1 pray.”
ance of correct feeding of children. the meeting that many persons might will not be held.
One of the problems of the mother is thing it strange that the W. C. T. U.
"I am cheerful, young man,” Father William
Those small ads in The Courierreplied;
to get clean milk for her child. Here should hold a public health meeting,
the cause thy attention engage;
in Maine where one would expect it but upon second thought they would Gazette are read by every body. That In "Let
the days of my youth I remembered my Godt
to be a simple matter she finds the doubtless remember that the organi is why they are so popular and
And he hath not forgotten my age."
’-Robert Southey.
majority of children being fed upon zation which had done so much to effective.

CRIMINAL

The Courier-Gazette

MITCHELL’S

DOCKET CLEARED

Have you done Your Part?

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, Maine, January 25, 1921.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declares that he is pressman in the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co , and that
of the Issue of The Courler-llazelle of .Ian. 22.
1921, there was primed a tot tl of n.273 copies.
Before me,

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 25, 1921.

Page Two

Stiff Sentence For Robinson—Settlement In Flint Case
Hurd Boy To State School.

FRANK B. MILLER.

Notary Public.

Two suggesAons have been offered

■with respect to proposed immigration
legislation, in addition to the percent
age basis. One is that the number of
immigrants permitted to enter from
any particular country be governed so
far as possible by the percentage of
that element of immigration which
over a period of, say, the five years im
mediately preceding the war sought to
be naturalized, the number to be regu
lated at the termination of each five or
ten year period. Government statis
tics should be available for such solu
tion. Another suggestion is to compel
each immigrant to hold a license cost
ing say' $12 annually so long as he
is not naturalized, without which he
could not be employed. This would
provide a source of Federal revenue and
subject the immigrant to taxation
which he now escapes. If it is worth
coming here to work, it is worth pay
ing for the privilege, and those races
which take no inteiest in this countryother than to receive high wages and
then return should be penalized for
their indifference to American insti
tutions.

Charles Robinson was before the Su
preme Court
Saturday
forenoon,
charged with sale of intoxicants at his
residence on Winter street place. The
disturbance which resulted in the place
eing ••pulled" occurred a few nights
after the November election, when
Marshal Gilchrest and Patrolman Grayfound it necessary to call there to quiet
the occupants and later made a seizure
of half a case of Jamaica ginger and
about a pint of some dubious liquid
which the officers diagnosed as a mix
ture of wood alcohol and some sort of
bottled soda. There was testimony of
previous indications that the house
was a place of resort.
A verdict of
guilty was returned, and Robinson was
sentenced to six months in jail and a
tine of $500. with an additional six
months if he fails to pay the fine. Pike
for respondent.
The jury trial in the case against O.
E. Flint for non-support of wife began
Saturday afternoon, but after the
State’s testimony was in the presiding
justice ordered a verdict of "not guilty"
and further litigation was avoided by
an agreement, entered upon at request
of the Court, whereby a fixed sum

FOUND WACCAMAW

weekly^is to be paid by respondent to
the complainant. Pike for resondent.
State vs Chester Hurd. This case,
wherein respondent was charged With
immoral conduct with an 11-year-old
girl, was in order for trial Monday af
ternoon, there being no session in the
morning. The respondent had formerlypleaded "not guilty" hut this plea was
withdrawn and a plea of “nolc conten
dere" entered. The boy, who is 16
years of age. was sentenced to the
State school at South. Portland, follow
ing a review of the case by his coungg, B w pik(; who set fovth the un„
fortunate circumstances under which
the boy was brought up.
Lewis Hacheldcr of Camden pleaded
"guilty" in two cases, one for single
sale and the other for soliciting for
sale of intoxicants. He was placed on
probation, with a fine and jail sentence
awaiting
any deviation from the
straight and narrow. Montgomery for
respondent.
This morning the suit of Parker F.
Norcross vs William E. Emerson and
Elmer A. Harnden of Fryeburg is up
for a hearing, it probably being the last
jury trial of the term. Mr. Norcross
sues for damages to his automobile re
ceived in a collision at Brunswick in
November.

i
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HOOVER’S

LOSS

HEAVY

Fire Starts In Basement of Well Known Candy Store—
Patrolman Condon’s Stunts.

FUND

The stock in Charles A. Mitchell’s timely assistance to Chief Engineer
candy- slore at the corner of Main and ! Havener, who while trying to get into
,, ,
, ,,
,
,, one of tlie Park street basement wlnPark streets was badly damaged early
.
,,
....
had fallen headlong into the coal
STARVING CHILDREN OF CENTRAL EUROPE IS Sunday morning as the result of a dows,
pit
and
was
overcome
by
smoke
and il
•« > f
i*
basement fire, which necessitated the luminating gas. Mr. Condon pulled
use of a great deal of water, and which tlie chief out by the heels, and the head
of tlie department soon recovered In
sent a tremendous volume of smoke all
the crisp air. William Hodgkins, driver
through the building.
of the Combination Chemical was also
The fire did most of its damage in overcome by smoke and illuminating
tlie vicinity of the furnace, burning gas, and was rescued by brother .fire
Subscriptions to date is as follows:
•
through the main floor in several men.
places, and around the partitions.
Two streams were used for 2% hours
Total
Amt.
No.
The second and third floors of the and so well was tlie work directed that
building are occupied by Mayo. P. no water was turned on In tbo main
2 at ...................... .$100.00...................... .$200.00
Simonton's rooming house known as I store. The cellar nozzle, a newfangled
6 at ...................... . 50.00...................... . 300.00
"The Abbott.” The proprietor had oc- i arrangement which throws a stream
easion to rise early in the morning, and nine directions was used by this de
6 at ...................... . 25.00................... . 150.00
his ears caught un unusual sound in partment for the second time.
20.00
the direction of tlie liaaement.
He
1 at ...................... . 20.00./.............. .. .
Mr. Mitchell’s loss is especially heavy
started to investigate, and was met by owing to the fact that he carried suclt
15.00...................... . 90.00
6 at ...................... .
Mrs. Daniel Munro, who said that a lqrge stock in tlie basement, where
10.00...................... . 330.00
smoke was coming out of the cellar.
33 at ...................... .
it was ruined by tlie combination' of
The danger had meantime been dis lire, smoke arid water. Much of this
7.00
7.00.................
1 at ......................
covered from another angle by Percy stock was bought in connection with
12.00
6.00...................... .
Condon, night patrolman on that beat, I the new candy manufacturing depart 2 at ......................
who pulled the alarm, and then got ment, which, under the management of
5.00...................... . 220.00
44 at ...................... .
into the game in a manner that re Mr. Stevenson, has done a very largt15.00
3.00...................... .
minded the spectators of a Jack Demp business since the beginning of the
5 at ......................
sey serial. One heave of his mighty holiday season The store was one of
?
60.00
.
2.00
......................
30 at ......................
shoulders sent the side door flying off 5he best equipped, in Eastern Maine
1.00...•.............. .
20.00
its hinges. .The store was heavy with having fixtures which were almost in
20 at ......................
smoke, but the undaunted officer pro a class by themselves in this part of
ceeded to save two of the things which New England.
impressed him as being the most valu
A rough estimate of the losses sus
$1424.00
156
able. One was the cash register, which tained by the fire was all that could be
Contributions handed to any member of the City Club or to Arthur L.
is a pretty good armful for two men, : obtained yesterday.
County Director, will assist in making this fund of proper proportion and aid hut which be carried out as though it
Mr. Mitchell has a loss around $6000;
a most humanitarian appeal.
had been a bandbox. He next tackled E. B. MacAllister. owner of the block,
the. electric piano, and unassisted got estimates that $2000 will cover the
Mr. Hoover says the need is vital to‘the cause of civilization. Maybe you
•building damage. Mr. Simonton has
it to a place of safety.
would become a Bolshevist if your children were starving.
Between whiles Officer Condon lent | considerable smoke loss.

ROCKLAND’S QUOTA FOR

THE CARE

OF THE

Three Thousand Dollars

An act introduced in the House
Friday by Representative Mark A.
Barwise of Bangor, if passed by the
Legislature would permit amateur
baseball games and other field sports
and musical concerts on Sunday, pro CHICAGO STOCK COMPANY
originally ran at the Morosco Theatre perainent was real convincing and'dies and dramas underlined for the
viding that no element of pecuniary
SCORES BIG HIT in New York for a solid year, and sympathetic. Jean Wardley as Norah balance of the week the Park is sure
profit is involved. The act is to
___
| previous to yesterday- has never been Blake. Tito's right bower, played her to hold capacity audiences.
“She
The barge Waccamaw, which broke amend Section 35 of Chapter 136 of
The Chicago Stock Company, a the- i offered at popular prices except when part simply jnd naturally. She over- Walked in Her Sleep,” a comedy by
away from the tug Lehigli one week tlie Revised Statutes relating to pro- atricai organization that scored a big shown as a “movie” with Bert Lytell did nothing and is an actress of real
the author of “Parlor, Bedroom and
ago vesterdav morning when ten miles, hibitinff recreation and business on hit with Park theatre-goers about a! as the star.
merit. The rest of the east is strong.
off Cape Elizabeth and until Saturday , S“"'?av hnd is
year ago, returned yesterday, and ' W. James Bedell as Tito Lombardi, The management of the company has Bath.” is tonight's attraction. ‘The
W noever on Sunday keeps open or Opened a Week’s engagement with 1 is an actor of real ability and his pm- provided beautiful scenic equipment Naughty Wife" is the attraction for
night had been drifting in a general C0„dUC(g his place of business or does "Lombardi, Ltd.,” a comedy that ' trayal of an Italian of artistic tern and with the line of high class conie- Wednesday matinee and night.
i
Atlantic const, concluded her adven any sports, show, srame or recreation;
tures Sunday when she was towed in or is present at any dancing, public
diversion, show’ or entertainment, en
to Portland by the coast guard steam couraging the same, shall be punished
er Ossipee.
by a fine not exceeding $10, providing
protection that a tariff duty shall equal
The Ossipee picked the lost barge up however that this section shall not
the difference in the cost of production at 7 o'clock Saturday night at a point apply to operating railroads, steam
at home and abroad, and it is claimed about 110 miles off Sable Island. As or electric, steamships or ferryboats,
that that end can be more accurately- soon as the steamer had got into com to the driving of taxicabs, or public
attained if the duty is paid on a valua munication with the barge a crew of carriages, to printing or selling Sun
12 men was sent on board anil took her day newspapers, to the keeping open
tion according to American standards. in tow.
of hotels, restaurants, garages, drug,
Furthermore, the actual rates of dutyThere were two men on the barge tobacco or confectionary stores, to
necessary to produce a certain amount when she broke away, Harry Landers the selling of gasoline, to give scienti
of revenue can be lower under the pro of East Boston, the captain, and fic, philosophical, religious or educa
James Coleman of Boston. Tom, a tional lectures, to conducting or tak
posed change than under the method black cat which lias been at sea for
ing part in musical concerts, amateur
now in vogue.
two years with Captain
Landers baseball games and other field sports
shared his adventures.
not involving the element of pecun
The most serious experience of the iary profit, nor to works of necessity,
The whole country will be glad to
Join President Harding by hanging up week ramp on Tuesday morning when charity or religion.”
• ♦ • •
in a terrific gale and sleet storm, the
its hat and going to work. Needless boat’s one mast was carried away and
Brewster of Portland—Act to amend
display will be dispensed with.
crashed through the house, putting the the teachers’ pension law. giving full
boiler of the donkey engine out of pension to teachers retiring prior to
commission and damaging the cook Sept. 30, 1913, and providing that the
CAMDEN’S BRIEF SPURT
stove so that it was impossible to build amount of the pension shal be deter
Made Rockland Girls Look Helpless, a fire. The mast was cut loose and for mined by the length of service.
but Oh, the Finish!—Camden Boys the remainder of the week the men
Adams of Liberty—Resolve appro
subsisted on canned goods and salt fish priating $600 to aid in repairing the
Won.
until Saturday morning when the cook- road leading from Searsport to Lib
Basketball qf the same high calibre stove was rigged up again and some erty near the Montville town line,
as has been all of this season's product coffee made.
provided that $300 be furnished by
The two sailors suffered consider the town of Searsport for the same
was seen at Kimball hall Friday night
ably
from
the
cold
but
were
not
frost
when Rockland High School Girls de
purpose.
feated, Camden Hign Girls 50 to 2, and bitten and while their table was not
Allen of York—Act increasing the
what
they
would
have
chosen,
they
Camden High Boys humbled Rockland
salary of the State Superintendent of
were
never
hungry.
Boys 30 to 15,
Public Schools from $4,000 to $7,500
Only once in the six days they were
’The girls' game started first and the
uer annum
out
did
the
men
on
the
barge
sight
a
crowd was given a distinct shock for
sail
and
that
was
Friday
morning
when
five minutes of play when it saw our
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
forwards practically powerless before they saw what appeared to lie a small
fishing
schooner
at
u
distance.
their Camden opponents, and only the
JUDICIARY
Capt. Landers says that when he
magnificent work of the Rockland
The Committee on Judiciary will give & pub
guards. Moran and Snow, holding the found himself adrift he hoisted a dis lic hearing in its rooms at the State House, at
visitors to one basket. But Camden’s tress signal and let out his heaviest Augusta, on
JANUARY 26. 1921, at 2 p
rally was short lived, and at the end anchor with 50 fathoms of chain but m WEDNESDAY.
on the following:
of the first half the score stood 18 to 2 not once did it touch. The water was
An Act to amend Section 3 of Chapter 111
Rockland’s favor The second half was rough until Friday morning when it of tlie Revised Statute* of 1916 relating to
exempted from xerving as jurors.
an entirely different story and the R calmed down and remained so until persons
An Act to amend Section 3 of Chapter 21 of
II. S. girls made up for their slump by they were picked up. In all it is esti the revised statutes as amended by Chapter
so thoroughly outplaying Camden in mated that the Waccamaw travelled 166 of the Public Laws of 1917, relating to
burying grounds.
every department that they made 32 about 475 miles.
H. No. 13. Bill and Act relating to punish
The barge carried about 350 tons of ment for certain crimes.
points in 20 minutes. Lin Rogers made
10-11
his bow as a girls referee and main freight consisting of barrels and boxes
WEDNESDAY. JAN. 26. 1921, at 2 p m. on
4 i
of lamp black and tankage consigned
tained. his reputation for fairness.
I i
the following:
Summary: Goals from floor—Jlc- to Boston and it was her heavy cargo
S. No. 11. An Act to amend Section 23 of
Loon 14, Winslow 11, Gushee 1. Score which enabled her to ride out the Chapter 7$ of the Revised Statutes relatiug to
plorm. She did not leak a drop and her acknowledgement of deeds.
R. H. S. 50; C. II. S. 2.
10-11
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 2. 1321. at 2 p. m. on
The Camden boys played a fast hand pump was found in good working
clean g^me and had the advantage of order when tested oil her arrival at theAnfollowing;
Act to amend Section 13 of Chapter Six
We now are prepared to give you complete motor lubrication service. We will
the local boys from the start.
R. It. Portland.
of the Revised Statutes of Maine, relating to
Primary Elections.
S. put up a good fight.
Calderwood
analyze
the lubricating requirements of your car or truck and specify the exact
11-25
excelled for Camden. The Rockland light watching the game. Good clean
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 2, 1921. at.2 p
type
of
oil
and greases needed to meet them.
lads seemed unable to locate the basket sport on both sides.
• n». on the following:
S
No
7.
An
Act
to
amend
Chapter
132
though they had plenty of chances. L
A series of games is being arranged
of 1919 entitled "An act to create the
Rogers refereed in a satisfactory man between the Camden Locals and Rock- Laws
Have you ever considered to what extent the life of your car and the size of
Maine Water Power Commission.”
ner. Summary: Goals from floor—Cal and Locals and Camden Alumni Girls
An Act to amend Section 14- of Chapter 2 of
your
gasoline, oil and repair bills depend on how your car is lubricated ?
he Revised Statutes relating to notice of pro
derwood 6, Dodge 4. Jay 2, Stevenson and R. H. S. Girls 1st team.
Here’s ceedings
•
/
for rclinqujahment to the United States
I, Flanagan 1, Brackett 2, Rising 1 hoping the plans mature.
of tlie title to certain lands.
Automotive
engineers
say
75
per
cent
of
motor
troubles that cause quick de
Goals from foul—Calflerwood 4. Erack
11-13
A well known fan watched Moran's
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 3, Itgl, at 2 p
ett 5, Reed 2. Score C. H. S. 30. R. H tigerish defense during that first five
preciation, waste of power and expensive repairs are due directly to faulty lubri
:n.
on
the
following:
S. 15.
minutes and exploded, “Haint she a
A. No 14. Resolve in favor of the Austin
cation—the use of lubricants poor in quality or wrong in type.
Basket Ball Briefs
W. Jones Co, VeazLe Me, reimbursing for
bear cat!”
property
destroyed by fire.
We will see the Rockland Girls in
The use of the northern entrance to
An Act to amend Chapter 65 of the Private
action on the large Lincoln Academy Kimball hall for games makes an easier and Special Laws of 1919 entitled "An act to
You cannot be too sure of your oil. High quality, while essential, is not
floor next Friday.
Camden meets ascent and saves confusion.
authorize the County of Androscoggin to enlarge
enough.
The oil must have the right viscosity (body) for your engine.
md repair the County buildings in Auburn in
Rockport the same night. Both games
Checked seats and advance rate next said County and erect a new building and to
will be worth watching.
enlarge and construct safety vaults.
time is rumored.
R. H. S. Girls, total points 164; oppo
11 14
We can now supply you with Sunoco Motor Oil—-the new scientific lubricant
Arrangements are being made for a
nents’ total points, 9. Nuff sed.
motorists
everywhere are so enthusiastic about.
LEGAL AFFAIRS AND LABOR
Coach Bresnahan of Camden made ; pool tournament between members of
The Joint Committee—Legal Affairs and
mighty good iminession on all who me the Camden Business Men's Club and
a team from the Elks club, similar to Labor will give a public hearing In the Senate
Sunoco, with its six distinct types and exclusive qualities, we are convinced,
him.
Chamber, Augusta, Tuesday. February 8, 1921,
Any one thinking there might be un the match pulled off by the Camden at 2 p. in. on the folowing:
marks
the dawn of a new lubrication—a lubrication as accurate and efficient as
An Act to amend Chapter 350 of the Public
pleasantness between the hoys of R "pool sharks” a few daVs ago.
Laws of 1915 relative to die hours of employ
II. S. and C. II. S. would have been set
science
can make it
ment of women and minors

Tariff sentiment in Washington ap
pears to be strengthening in favor of
the substitution of American valuations
at ports of entry instead of the foreign
valuation that prevails at present.
That system was embodied in the first
tariff law of 1789, but in a few years
was changed to the present method.
As the tariff is paid now, it is assessed
against the cost of goods in the foreign
market, which is frequently so far be
low the American cost of producing
the same goods that the duties levied
do not equal the difference. It is.the
fundamental principle of Republican

Vlissing
Sable
Had
Were

Barge Picked Up Off
Island — Occupants
Exciting Time But
All Right.

Motor Car Owners
i

Estate of Robert L. Stevens et al.
STATE OF MAINE

JOIN THE

Christmas Club
CLUB CLOSES

JAN.

29

14 Weekly Payments

50c
$1.00

$2.00

$5.00

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland, Me.
WA8JM, V1MALHAVEN, UNION

To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Courtt in and for the County of Knox.
Respectfully represents Susan L. Stevens of
Warren, Maine, Guardian of Robert L. Stevens.
Christine L Stevens and Dorofitea K. Stevens
That said minors are the owners of pertain
Itoal Entate, #itua-te<i h< Warren. in said
County, ami described as follows, viz : One
undivided two-tlrirds of a certain leg or parcel
of Lind together with the buildings thereon,
situated in said Warren on the east side of the.
road leading from Warren to Thomaston (on
the west side of (Jeorges River) beginning at
an iron bolt in a stone a<t the oornor of land
formerly of Mary L Tolnian and Lucy J
Creighton; thence running easterly one hundred
seventy-two feet to an Iron bolt driven into
the ground; thence northerly one hundred
ninety-eight feet to an iron bolt in the line
of land formerly of George Singleton: thence
westerly one hundred sixty-two t'eeV -to the
road above mentioned; thence by eaid road one
hundred sixty-eeven feet to first mentioned
iMiunds; being the former homestead of Everett
C. Stevens, deceased.
That it would toe for the benefit of said
minors that said Real Estate should be sold,
and the proceeds placed at. interest.
Wherefore she prays that she may be licensed
to sell and convey at private sale said real
estate for the purpose aforesaid.
Dated at Warren, Me , this eighteenth day of
January A. D. 1921.
MRS BUSAN L STEVENS

Knox County—
In Probate Court, held at Roekland, on the
eighteenth day '»f January.
On the petition aforesaid. Ordered, That
notice be given, by publishing a copy of said
petition, with this order 'thereon, mice a week
for three weeks successively, prior to the third
Tuesday of February next, in Tlie CourierGazette. a newspaper printed in Rockland, that
all persons interested may attend at a Court of
Probate then to be held in Rockland, and show
cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
should not be granted.
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge
A true copy—Attest;
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register

G W. THOMBS.
W. M SPENCER. Chairman
11-14

Sunoco is a straight-run, non-compounded, wholly distilled oil, containing lubri
cating properties not found in other oils. It will not break down under the terrific
heat in the cylinders and cause carbon deposit

LEQISLATIVE NOTICE

Ordered, the House concurring, that the time
or prifor the reception of petitions and bills for
ate and special legislation be limited to
Thursday. February 10, 1921, at 4 o’clock p.
in , and that all such petitions and bills pre
seated after that date he referred to the next
Legislature; that the secretary of the Senate
•ause copies of this order to be published in
ill the daily and weekly papers of the State
until and including February 9, 1921.

<

Sunoco has the correct viscosity to insure a proper piston ring seal, preventing
the leakage of gasoline past the piston rings with consequent loss of power and
compression and dilution of oil in the crank case.

In Senate Chamber
Jauuary 20, 1921.

Read and passed
Sent down for concurrence.
L KltNEST THORNTON. Sec.
In House of - Representatives
January 21, 1921.
Read and passed in concurrence.
CLYDE R CHAPMAN. Clerk
11-17

. We Make This Suggestion

Estate of Ristn Ikonen. alias Rlstian lkon»t

STATE OF MAJNK
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
or said County of Knox, on the 18th dav • f
January, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-one.
A petition asking for the appointment tf
Maurice P. Spillanc as ancillary administra
tor on the estate of Risto Ikonen, alias Rlstian
(korist alias Kristo Ikonen or Ekonen, alias
Christopher Johnson, late of Quincy, Mass,
having been presented
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
ill persons interested, by causing a copy of
his Order to be published three weeks succes
sively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
published at Roekland, in said County, that
‘hey may appear at a Probate Court to be
ueld at Rockland iu and for said County, on
he 15th day of February A D. 1921, at nine
/clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of the peti.loner should not be granted.
ADELBERT L MILES. Judge of Probate.
A t me co|»y—Attest:
11T17
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.

iSUHacir

Have your crank case drained, cleaned and refilled
with Sunoco. You will be amazed at the wonderful
improvement in the performance of your car or truck.

JfiDTDR QJl

ROCKLAND OIL COMPANY
(sun COMPANY

DISTRIBUTORS
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Sc

We have an interesting proposition to offer dealers and garages

RED CROSS WORKERS

Calluf tlw Cown
Jan. 27—Annual meeting of Past Matrons
and Patrons Association of Knox County, at
Masonic hall, Thomaston.
Jan. 28—Knights of Columbus ball in the
Arcade.
Jail. 31—(7 p. m )—Woman's Educational
Clun meets in Methodist parlors.
Feb. 2—St. Bernard’s Coffee Party, Temple
hall
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
I Feb. 4—D. 4. R. auction party Iji Temple

BEFORE STOCK TAKING

ing.
The final figures in the Red Cross
membership drive are made public to
day, the tabulation having been com
piled by Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb, sec
retary-treasurer of the Knox County,
Chapter. It was1 not to be expected
that the total would anywhere near
approximate the splendid showing of
the 1919 campaign, for there was no
longer that great Incentive which fur
nished so many loyal workers during
the war, and which created such a uni
versal desire to be a member of an
organization that was doing such won
derful work.
Rockland’s membership drive was a
success beyond expectations, the per
centage of decrease being very small
compared with the previous year.
Thomaston passed Camden in the race
for second position in Knox county.
Following are the official figures:
1920
1919
1128
Roekland ............ ,..... ... 1271
20
60
Appleton ....................
17
23
Ash Point .................
603
211
Camden ......................
6
40
Isle au Haut ..............
62
122
North Haven ........... ...
64
161
Rockport ...................
29
114
St. George .................
12
8
Spruce Head ...........
256
Thomaston ................ ...
367
60
3118
Vinalhaven ...............
t -----—
1861
Knox County ....... ... 3081

Feb. 4—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
C. W, Sheldon, 78 Broad street.
Feb. 5—Knox Pomona Grange meets in West
Rockport.
Feb. 14-16—Annual Convention of Maine
Fruit Growers and Beekeepers in Auburn.
Feb. 17—Child Welfare Day.
Feb. 21-28—Masonic Food Fair in the Arcade.

The Famous

Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb. 26—Llmerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets in Camden.
March 30—Easter sale and supper at the
Congregational church.

Clincher Cushion Heel

King Solomon’s Temple Chapter has
a special meeting Thursday night,
with work on the Mark and Past de
grees.

Makes Top Notch Rubbers Last Longer
Most rubbers usually break through at the heel first.
The makers of Top Notch Rubbers have overcome this

The Oakland Park Band gives an
other concert in Park Theatre next
Sunday. Ffie program laid out.

Make no other dates for Thursday
evening That is the time for the an
nual meeting of the Past Matrons
and Patrons meeting at Thomaston.
Banquet at 6.30.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Final Review of the Member
ship Drive — What Home
Service Department Is Do

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!

by inventing and patenting a special method of construc
tion which so strongly reinforces the heel that it will
wear as long as the sole. Soles and uppers are pure

gum.

RMWOfALLS

I

Aurora Lodge will work the Master
Mason’s degree uj>on four candidates
Wednesday evening. Refreshments.
The officers of Ivanhoe Temple,
Pythian Sisters, were* installed Jan.
12 by D. D. O. C. Dora Maxey of
Thomaston, assisted by Ada Chad
wick as O. S. and Edith Wiley as G.
Manager. The officers for the ensu
ing year arc P. C., Nellie Lurvey;
M. E. C.„ Irene Winslow; E. S. Clara
Cates; E. J., Lena Titus; Manager,
Nettie Freeman; M. of R. & C. Edna
McIntire; M. of F., Millie McFadden;
P., Ida Adkins: G., Alice Blackington;
pianist Mary Dinsmore; press corres
pondent Lizzie Libby.

Top

Top Notch Rubbers are extra quality and extra value.
They are the longest wearing rubbers sold in town.

they are just as stylish as serviceable.

women and children.

Chief of Police W. S. Irish of Cam
den was a caller at The CourierGaznttp office yesterday. “I am get
ting old," said Wilder, “and I guest
this will he my last term." But when
March cames and balmy
spring
hreaees are in the air. the gallant old
warhorsc is likely to have a change
of heart. Anyhow, the Camden tax
payers have no thought of parting
with the services of this faithful offi
cial.

“Tried your paper In 1920 as an ex
periment; result, a '21 habit. Have
enjoyed it very much.” writes G. E.
Peed of Chicago, enclosing check for
another year's 'subscription to The
Courier-Gazette. "Say, editor,” Mr.
lteed adds in a postscript, "hope you
got those Porter apples. Had forgot
ten such animals ever lived. Your
advertisement made my mouth water,
and I have not da rest look in your
want columns since.”
Saturday. Jan. 22. saw the links at
the Country Club again alive with
midwinter golfers.

('•Idea. Bud .Chapter will, have work
and supper at its regular meeting
Friday night. Mrs. I^ttira Maxey is
chairman of the supper committee.
The. names' of two officials elected for
the ensuing year were omitted from
the installation report—Mrs. Matie
Little, warder, and A. F. Wisner,
sentinel.

And

All styles for men,

Come in and see them.

BLACKINGTON
Boots, Shoes, Clothing

Rockland Lodge F. At A. M. will
have work on the third degree Tues
day evening.
The W. C. T. U. will meet with
Mrs. E. J. Southard Friday afternoon
at 2.30 o’clock.

Notch Rubber Footwear

See the $3.75 and $5.00 Shoes in our store window this week.
Forest Colson of Worceestr was in
the city Monday.

C. H. Morey’s shoe store will be
closed Wednesday, and Thursday to
get ready for the big sale that opens
there Friday morning.
A young Scotch collie dog. two-thirds
white, is wandering about Union, in the
vicinity of Sennebec pond, looking for
a home. lt» is thought he came from
this city.
Chief Engineer Havener gave both
of the city's steam fire engines a thor
ough workout Sunday, and found them
in first class condition.

Rev. Benjamin P. Brown, the new
pastor of the First Baptist Church
arrived from Bangor by automobile
yesterday afternoon, accompanied by
Mrs. Brown and two children and Mr.
Brown’s parents. The parsonage on
upper Middle street had been invaded
by a committee from the Woman’s
Association of 'the church and the ar
riving party found their new home in
perfect order, with the table set for
supper. Rev. Mr. Brown meets with
his church for the first time at Un
social service this evening.
r

A smart bit of photographic work
was done by Jack Pillsbury nt the
Commercial Travelers'
banquet in
Hotel Rockland last Thursday night.
It has been a time-honored custom to
have'a flashlight picture taken after
the guests assembled at the table.
Mr. Pillsbury touched off his fire
works at 8.05 p. m., shot across to J.
F. Carver's dark room, and in exactly
two hours was back in the dining hall
with 100 8x10 photographs.
The
traveling men were amazed at the
speedy work and the excellent results.
Jack’s enterprise netted him a neat
piece of change.

The Penobscot View Grange play,
"Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick,”
will be giben at the Grange hall, Glencove, this evening at 8 o’clock sharp.
Dancing will follow directly after the
play, with music by Marsh's Orches
tra. Cars to Rockland and Camden
after the play.
Thz Elks’ ladies night, Thursday, is
to be under the management of the
house committee of the Home, with
Marston’s music. The supper will be
served at 6.30.

Mrs Abbie Rich hands in a well
budded sprig from a currant bush,
which Rhe picked while in Minturn a
few days ago.—The Heistad garden
ut Rockport yielded an outdoor pansy
Saturday.—It’s im|<ossibli>
to heat
some folks. Everybody thought the
Country Club mayflower had car
ried off the prize, but here’s Harold
Robbins claiming scornfully that he
picked one three weeks before Mrs.
Williams did.
Capt. Stillman S. Wallace of Millbridge. who is spending the winter
with his stepson, J. W., Small, in this
city, was much interested when he
read in Saturday’s Courier-Gazette
how Capt. George Roberts had been
taken prisoner by the rebel privateer
Florida 58 yeras ago Friday. Capt.
Wallace, it appears, had a similar ex
perience with the Florida, Jan. 3,
1862. He was in the brig Estelle,
which was laden with sugar, molasses
and honey and bound for Boston. The
capture was made between Tortugas
and the southwest end of Cube. The
brig was burned, and after Uei.g kept
aboard the privateer 24 hours its
crew was landed nt Havana, a neutral
l«,rt. Assistance was promptly ob
tained from the American consul In
Havana. Capt. Wallace continued
going to sea until about 15 years ago,
his last command being the schoon
er Alma. Yesterday he and Capt. Rob
erts had a line time comparing notes
. on one of the most interesting periods
in their seafaring career.
At Rockport Friday evening. Jan. 28.
basketball between High School boys
and girls teams of Rockport and Cam
den. Admission 25 and 30 cents. Seats
reserved by calling the High School
building. Biggest games of season—
Camden wants that cupl
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AN INGENIOUS MACHINE

Which Strips Cigar Leaves Without
Waste—J.| W. A. Cigar Co.’s New
Acquisition.

A rugged, determined looking young
woman stepped into the J. W. A. Cigar
Co.'s factory yesterday afternoon, and
demanded a hammer.
When Merrill Kalloch recovered
from his surprise—for he had taken it
for granted that a man would be sent
to demonstrate the new Universal to
bacco stripping machine, the stranger
had introduced herself as Miss Kath
ryn Polak, and with no loss of words
or spare time was proceeding to show
what a valuable adjunct such a ma
chine is to a well ordered cigar fac
tory.
The stripper is operated by a onequarter horsepower motor and runs on
a drum arrangement which takes the
center stem out of a tobacco leaf much
neater than human hands can do it.
One girl can strip 75 poundqfor more a
day on binders, and from 20 pounds
upward on wrappers.
All the large factories are using
these machines, which mean a wonder
ful saving of time and expense in pre
paring ihe leaves for the cigar-makers.
Machine stripped leaves and hand
made J. W. A.’s tnake a winning com
bination.

DANCING

The Red Cross workers find that
there are still many persons who do
not understand the distinction between
Home Service and Community Service.
The latter department is the one to
which Miss Helen Corbett has been
giving her valuable assistance, and an
other resume of the work will appear
shortly.
The Home Service department deals
directly with the problems of the exservice man, and those problems are
sometimes as complicated as they are
numerous.
In the month of December the Rock
land Branch of Red Cross loaned $100
to each of two ex-service men’s fami
lies, tiding over financial needs which
were very real. One of the loans has
already been returned, and the other
will he very shortly, it is understood.
An ex-service man, who recently re
turned to his home in this city, iu des
titute circumstances, was provided
with food and lodgings and fitted out
with new underwear. The Red Cross
also located his mother and sister
whom he had not sj'en in ten years,
and sent the young man, who was
badly wounded, to where they live.
Two ex-service men have been fitted
out for sanitariums. The Home Serv
ice branch has given assistance this
winter to 21 ex-service men or thqir
families, principally in the way of ob
taining compensation due them from
the government. A tremendous amount
of red tape must be disposed of before
some of these cases reach a successful
conclusion. Mrs. Lamb tells of one
instance where the local Branch be
gan in the fall of 1917 to obtain assist
ance for an ex-service man. An aver
age of nearly a letter a week has been
exchanged since that time, but the
Red Cross won, and the ex-service
man is now going to a sanatorium
for treatment.
Miss Corbett reported having given
assistance to .26 ex-service men
through the Community Service De
partment in December.

MARTINSVILLE

The howling alleys at the Elks Home
School did not reopen last week, on
are to be put In shape for use, after account of a case of diphtheria which
lying idle for a couple of years.
was reported in the family of Mont
fort Hupper, whose little son Robert
The Chicago Stock Co. won its way has been very ill hut is now reported
into popular favor very easily last to he out of danger.
night, with its highly creditable per
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mason and sqn
Aesthetic and Folk Dancing formance of “Lombardi, Ltd.” The Lee have been visiting in Rockland.
cast is exceptionally,well balanced, and
Mrs. Aurelia Clark who is spending
WEDNESDAYS
the coqjumes and scenery supply those the winter at Nelson Gardner’s has
AT ODD FELLOWS HALL
details which make a stock company been visiting at Port Clyde.
Mrs. M. E. Hupper has left for New
successful. The box office of Park
AT 5:00 P. M. ,
Theatre is going to be a very busy Y'ork for a visit of several weeks with
Younger Beginners Class in
her daughter Marjorie and son Roscoe,
place all this week.
Ballroom Dancing, 3.45 P. M.
then will continue the trip to Washing
Evening Class, 730 P. M.
Miss Rounds, sister of the pastor of, ton D. C., where she will remain until
the Congregational church, fell on an April. She was accompanied by her
Icy sidewalk Sunday, while on way to sister, Mrs. Alice Hodgdon of Hampden
Ballroom and Folk Dancing church,
and was very severely injured. Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Gardner have
THURSDAYS AT TEMPLE HALL
She had the misfortune to strike on closed their home and will reside on
the "Bingo” farm during the absence
her spine.
At 4:00 P. M. For Older Pupils
of Mrs. Hupper.
The annual business meeting of the
Fire eaught around the chimney in Baptist church which was appointed
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION BY
the battery department of Rockland for Jan. 15 was postponed, on account
APPOINTMENT
Garage late last night and burned down of the bad travelling, which made it
PRIVATE CLASSES ON
through to the first floor. The chemical impossible for members from any dis
APPLICATION
extinguished the blaze. The loss was tance to attend. The date has been
about $100.
set for Feb. 19 and we hope for a large
Phone Mrs. Helen Cross, 460
138-T-Jf
attendance.
Jk
Mr. and Mrs. Watson Barter who
have been visiting at his sister’s, Mrs
IN ROCKLAND
T. B. Harris, have gone to Glenmere
and are stopping at Rodney Simmons'
SPENCER
THE TYLER STUDIO for a few days before returning to
Rejuveno
Rockland.
Over Scott Tea Co.
The Ladies Sewing Circle wjll meet
CORSETS
SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES ON
with Mrs. M. S Howes at the parsonage
Have your Corsets
PORTRAITS IN NEWEST FOLD
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
specially designed
ERS
FOR
FEBRUARY
AND
for you.
,
MARCH.
EAST UNION
MRS. S. P. FOSS
'
COPYING,
ENLARGING
AND
About
25
members from Pioneer
FINE FILM FINISHING.
25 Ocean Street ■ - Rockland, Me.
Grange enjoyed a delightful meeting
with White Oak Grange last Friday
Telephone 561-M.
PRINTS
night. The occasion was the installa*
Registered Spencer Corsetiere
tf-T-ll
tion of officers, performed in an able
2-Tu-tf
and pleasing manner by James
Dornan of Pioneer.
Miss Margery Clement has returned
home to Bo»ton owing to the illness
of her mother.
Mrs. Mattie Brawn visited with
friends In Union recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hankin of Wal
MIDWEEK DANCE
tham are the guests of Mrs. Rankin
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Lothrop.
WEDNESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 24
Holman ltohhins and Ronald Messer
of Union were Sunday callers at the
home of Randall Robbins.
Great Floor : : : : Good Time : : : : Marston's Music

MISS JENNIE S. HARVEY

VELOX

ARCADE BALL ROOM

Dancing 8 to 11.

Cars to Thomaston

UNION
\

And the Hall will be Warm

BsroiiiiiiiEim«iBii^^

Big K. of

C. Dance

FRIDAY, JANUARY 28, 1821
AT THE ARCADE

MARSTON,’S

ORCHESTRA

Cars after the Dance
11-12

At the next meeting of the Farmers'
Short Course in Dairying at the High
School building. Jan. 28 at 7.30 p. m„ in
structor L. B. Wood, will be aided by
County Agent R. C. Wentworth. The
lecture and discussion will deal largely
ylth silos and silaghaas they are re
lated to dairy feeding. Il Is hoped
that a good number will Ire able to at
tend, and can make arrangements for
silo demonstration building during the
coming summer.

It has been our custom for years, during the last week of January
prior to stocktaking on February I st, to make our prices as low as pos
sible in order to reduce our stock and give our customers the advantage
of two months’ real winter wear of the garments which they may pur
chase. Again, as in all large stocks, styles govern the prices on many
of the garments, and on any of our garments which style affects you
get sacrifice prices. We have listed a few garments, so that, you m^y
get a little idea of what to expect if you make your purchases now.

BLOUSES AND WAISTS
For the balance of January—
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, 25% discount
on all-waists and blouses in stock—
a few 1921 models excepted. This
means you save one-fourth of the
price of the waists,

FURS—FURS—FURS
Regarding the effect which the drop in prices has had on our furs
in stock, suffice it to say we absolutely guarantee every fur garment
or neck-piece to be as lpw in price as the same can be duplicated at
our July or August 1st fur sale in 1921—what more can we say. Fur
garments are not affected by the style as much as other pieces of wear
ing apparel, so you can buy safely. Following is listed a few fur gar
ments to show you our comparative prices for the balance which we
have in stock.
1 Natural Brown Pony Coat, 30 in. long, with Badger Collar,
$166; reduced to ....... .......................... .......................................................$100
1 Marmot Coat, 30 in. long, $186; reduced to ........................................... $125
1 Blended Muskrat Goat, 30 in. long, $200; reduced to ....................... $136
1 Hudson Seal Coat, 40 in. long, with taupe Squirrel Collar, $600;
reduced to
..$375
1 Plain Hudson Seal Coat, 36 in. long, $450; reduced to
$300

SUITS AND COATS
SECOND FLOOR
At greatly reduced prices, to close
out before stock taking^

FJRST SHOWING OF
NEW SPRING
SUITS
After you have looked at these you
will realize what good style and good
values the fall and winter suits
which we offer you are.

GARMENT DEPARTMENT
STREET FLOOR

20

10
5
1
1
5
5
5

\ length Black Plush Coats, $75; reduced to ................................................................ $45.00
55.00
% length Black Plush Coat, size 18, $85; reduced tp ..................................................
30.00
% length Black Plush Coat, $4$; reduced to ........ .......................................................
30.00
% length Black Plush Coat, $50; reduced to ........ *......................................................
25.00
Beaver Plush Coat. 44 length, $69.50; reduced to ............................................................
30.00
Full length Beaver Plush Coats, $50; reduced to ............................................ . ...........
Full length Black Plush Coats, with Black Opossum Fur Collar, $59.50;
40.00
reduced to ............................................................................................... ...................................
40.00
Full length Black Plush Coats, $65; reduced to ...................................... ......... .............
Full length Black Plush Coat, big Cape Collar, gathered-in back, belt all
50.00
around, full Bilk-lined, size 36. $75,; reduced to ...».......................................................
20.00
Full length Black Plush Coat, misses size . ....................................................................
30.00
Full length Black Plush Coats, sizes 42 to 49, for stout women, $50; reduced to
35.00
Full length Black Plush Coats, one size 43, one 47, $55; reduced to ........................
Suits with Fur Collars, sizes 16, 18 and 36, originally sold for $65 and $75; now
37.50
3Q,00
Taupe Suit with Block Seal Collar, $50; reduced to ......................................................
Pekin Blue Suit, size 18, short eoat, ripple hack, $65; reduced to .......................... 35.00
Pekin Blue Suit, size 38, velour cloth, $35; reduced to ................................................
20.00
Oxford Grey Suit, size 18, $48; reduced to ............. ........................................................
35.00
Brown Velour Suit, size 42, $35; reduced to ................... „............................................
20.00
Brown Tinsel-Tone Suit, size 43, $48; reduced to ....................... ..................................
26.00
Suits, Brown, Reindeer, Navy Blue, materials Duvetyn, Gabardine, Polret
Twill, and Serges, originally sold $65 $59.50 and $55; now
35.00
Suits, eight navy blue, one brown, one reindeer, originally sold $35 to $50;
now ................ ........... ..i............................................................ ................................................
25.00
Oxford Grey Suits, large sizes, 42 to 47, for stout women ..........................................
25.00
Black Rubber Rafn-Coats for boys and girls, ages 4 to 18 years, originally
sold $7.50, and $6.50; now ..... >............... ...............................................................................
4.50
Black Rubber Raincoat, size 42, originally $10.50; now ..............................................
7.50
Misses Black Rubber Raincoat’, sizel4, $10; reduced to............................................
7.00
Silk Mohair Raincoats, originally sold $22.58; now .................................................
15.00
Douhle Texture, Rubber Lined, Raincoats, $18.50 and $20; now ............ .............
15.00
Suede Coats, for boys and men .............................................................................................
22.50

DRESS DEPARTMENT
SECOND FLOOR
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

$85.00 Beaver Velour Dress, size 36 ............................................
$69.50 Navy Tricolette Dress, size 16 .....................................
$50.00 Navy Mignonette Dress, size 38 ........................................
$65.00 Navy Mignonette Dress, size 18 ........................................
$25.00 Navy Serge Dresses, size 18 .....................................
$85.00 Navy and Taupe Jersey Dresses, sizes 36, 38, 40 ...
$29.50 Copen and Taupe Jersey Dresses, sizes 16 and 20 _
$25.00 Taupe Jersey Dress, size 20 ..................................
$25.00 Elk Jersey Dress, size 18;......................................
$25.00 Navy Serge Dress, size 14 .....................................
$35.00 Navy Serge Dress, size 14 .......................................
$45.00 Navy Serge Dress, sample size ............................
$45.00 Navy Serge Dress, size 38 ............................
$35.00 Black Serge Dress, size 40 ..............................
Lot $29.50 Navy Serge Dresses, sizes 40. 44. 46 ..
$25.00 Navy Serge Dresses, sizes 40 apd 42 .....
$35.00 Black Velvet Dress, size 18 ......................
$39.50 Black Velvet Dress, size 16 ...................
$39.50 Black Velvet Dress, size 36 .....................

45.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
15.00
19.60
15.00
12.50
12.50
10.00
15.00
20.00
15.00
15.00
20.00
15.00
2150
25.00
15.00

...............
...............

.............

MIGNONETTE DRESSES

Naw assortment just received.

Four models, navy, brown and black.
$36.75

Fuller- Cobb-Davis
WASHINGTON
W. M. Staples was in Rockland last
week onbusiness.
Oherton & Crawford who have ex
tensive lumber interests here were in
town Saturday.
There will be a supper at Grange
hall Tuesday night for the benefit of
the church.
.
I'’. L. Ludwig was a business visitor
at Roekland Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Feyler were
visiting relatives in town Sunday.
The Guild will meet at Grange hall
Tuesday afternoon instead of Wed
nesday the regulai* day.

EVERYBODY COME AND
“AARON

SEE

SLICK

FROM
PUNKIN

CRICK”

Rural Comedy in Three Acts

VIEW

PENOBSCOT

GRANGE

HALL.

Glencove

TUESDAY, JANUARY 25

BORN
Higgs—Camden, lan. 23, to Mr. and Mr*.
A B Higgs, a daughter.
Monaghan—Allston, Mass., Jan. 20, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lincoln Snow Monaghan, formerly of
Tenant’s Harbor, a son

ADMISSION
—Adults, 35c;. Children
undert • 15, 25c.
...
»
’' •

Dance after the Play
Cars to Rockland and Camden

MARRIED
Gray-McKenzie—Stonington. Jan. 20, May
nard Gray and Miss Mary McUenzb.

DIED

DliSKlIi

Snowman—Ash Point, Jan, 23, Eugene A.
Snowman, aged 34 years, 6 months, 28 days.
Funeral Services Thursday at 2 p m. from the
Ash Point chapel.
Staples—Quincy, Mass , Jan. 14. John Staples,
toinierly of Sunset, aged 84 years.
Neweombe—Warren, .Inti. 23, Nellie A., wife
pf George J. Neweombe, aged 61 years, 5
month's. 2 days Funeral private
Webber—Union, Jan. 22, Sophia C. Webber,
aged 83 years. Services Sunday at the Crozier
filnerul parlors, and remains were taken to
Waterville lor burial
Miilse— Rockland, Jan 19, to Mr. and Mrs
Joseph Mulse, a son, Willard Liamon.

COLONIAL
Formerly Loring's

|F our customers, who have in their
possession aqy tools, brackets, staging,
ladders or other material left by our
employes, will notify us, we will be greatly
obliged to them and send for the material
promptly.
■

4

W. H. GLOVER CO.

I. L. SNOW CO.

Dinner at the lame email prices

We are equipped to make STEAM and GASO*
LINE ENGINE REPAIRS, both marine and stationary.
Build ahd repair Boilers, Tanks and Smokestacks. Oxyacetelene Welding and Electric Welding.
We, have, a large, stock of Steam Finings, Pipe and
Boiler Plates.
SHIPWRIGHTS AND MARINE RAILWAYS

ORDER COOKING AT ALL TIMES

I. L. SNOW COh

OPEN ALL NIGHT

Rockland, Maine

Located at 282 Main Street
Oppoiite V. F. Studley’s and naxt

TENANT'S HARBOR

door to Booton Shoe Store

Mrs. Addie Watts is 1IL »
Colds are quite prevalent here.
Russell Davis of Thomaston called
on friends here Saturday.
Congratulations go to Lincoln Snow
Monaghan, a former Tenant’s Harbor
boy, at whose present home in Alls
ton, Mass., a son was born on Jan. 20.

—Serving—

The tame good foods, and Special
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VALLEY
OF THE
GIANTS
PETER D.KYNE
AUTHOR OP "GAPPY PfCPP
COPYRIGHT, BY PETER B.KYNE
ship furineiT with The' woods-boss’
daughter, renewed all her apprehen
sions. On the assumption that Shir
ley and Bryce were practically
strangers to each other (an assump
tion which Shirley, for obvious rea
sons. did not attempt to dissipate),
Moira did not hesitate to mention
Bryce very frequently. To her he was
the one human being in the world
utterly worth while, and it is nat
ural for women to discuss, fre
quently and at great length, the
subject nearest their hearts. Moira

SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I —Pioneer In the California
redwood region. John Cardigan, at fortyeeven. is the leading citizen of Sequoia,
owner of mills, ships, and many antes of
timber, a widower after three years ot
married life, and father of two-day-o.J
Bryce Cardigan.

CHAPTER II.—At fourteen Bryce makes
the acquaintance of Shirley Sumner, a \ tsltor to Sequoia, and his Junior by a few
years. Together they visit the Valley of
the Giants, sacred to John Cardigan and
hie son as the burial place of Bryce's
mother, and part with mutual regret.
CHAPTER III -While Bryce is at col
lege John Cardigan meets with heavy
business losses and for the first time views
the future with uncertainty.

/

CHAPTER IV —After graduation from
college, and a trip abroad, Bryce Cardi
gan comes home. On the train he meets
6hirley Sumner, on her way to Sequoia to
make her home there with her uncle.
Col. Pennington. Bryce learns that his
father's eyesight has failed and that Col.
Pennington is seeking to take advantage of
the old man's business misfortunes.

I'

CHAPTER V—In the Valley of the
Giants young Cardigan finds a tree felled 1
directly across his mother's grave. Indi
cations are that It was cut down to secure
the burl, and evidence seems to show that J
Pennington and his woods-boss, Jules ’
Rondeau, are implicated in the outrage.

CHAPTER VI.—Dining with Col. Pen
nington and his niece, Bryce finds the
room paneled with redwood burl, confirm
ing his suspicions of Pennington's guilt.
In a diplomatic way. unpercelved by Shir
ley, the two men declare war.

CHAPTER VII.—Pennington refuses to
renew his logging contract with the Cardi
gans. believing his action means bank
ruptcy for the latter. Bryce forces Ron
deau to confess he felled the tree in the ■
Valley of the Giants, at Pennington's or- i
der. After punishing the man. Bryce
hurls him at Col. Pennington, who. with
Shirley, had witnessed the fight. Penning
ton is humiliated, and the girl, indignant,
orders Bryce to leave her and forget their
friendship. He leaves, but refuses to ac
cept dismissal
CHAPTER VIII —Returning to Sequoia
the train on which Shirley, her uncle, and
Bryce are traveling, breaks away from
the locomotive, and Bryce, who could have
escaped, at the risk of his life cuts out
the caboose and saves them from certain
death, being painfully injured In doing so.

Z?
Moira Described Bryce in Minute De
tail,

CHAPTER IX.—Moira McTavish, rbiluhood friend of Bryce and employed in his
office, makes Shirley's acquaintance and
tlie two become friends. Needing money
badly, John Cardigan offers to sell Pen
nington the Valley of the Giants, but the
Colonel, confident the property must soon
be his through the bankruptcy of his
enemies, contemptuously refuses.
Un
known to her uncle, Shirley buys the
Valley and the Cardigans have a new
lease of business life. They interest capi
ta] and decide on a scheme to parallel
Pennington's logging railroad.

CHAPTER X.
A careful nnnlysis of Shirley's feel
ings toward Bryce Cardigan immedi
ately following the Incident in Pen
nington’s woods, had showed her thnt
tinder more propitious elrcunistapces
she might have fallen In love with that
tempestuous young man in sheer rec
ognition of the many lovable and man
ly qualities she had discerned in him.
As an offset to the credit side of
Bryce’s account with her. however,
there appeared certain debits in the
consideration of which Shirley always
lost her temper and was immedinlely
quite certain she loathed the unfor
tunate man.
He had been an honored and (for
aught Shirley knew to the contrary)
welcome guest in the Pennington home
oue night, and the following day had
assaulted Ills host, committed great
bodily injuries upon the latter’s em
ployees for little or no reason save the
satisfaction of an abominable temper,
made threats of further violence, de
clared his unfaltering enmity to her
nearest and best-loved relative, and in
the nest breath had had the insolence
to prate of Ills respect and admiration
for her.
However, all of these grave crimes
and misdemeanors were really insig
nificant compared with his crowning
offense. What had Infuriated Shirley
was the fact that she had been at some
pains to inform Bryce Cardigan that
she loathed him—whereat lie had
looked her over coolly, grinned a little,
and declined to believe her! Then,
seerfingly as if fate had decreed that
her futility should be Impressed upon
her still further, Bryce Cardigan had
been granted an opportunity to save,
In a strikingly calm, heroic and pain
ful manner, her and her uncle from
certain and horrible death, thus plac
ing upon Shirley an obligation that
was as irritating to acknowledge as it
was futile to attempt to reciprocate.
That was where the shoe pinched.
Before that day was over she had
been forced to do one of two things—
acknowledge in no uncertain terms her
Indebtedness to him, or remain silent
and to be convicted of having been, in
plain language, a rotter. So she had
telephoned him and purposely left
ajar the door to their former friendly
relations.
Monstrous!
He had seen the open
door and deliberately slammed it in
l er face. Luckily for them both she
hud heard, all unsuspected by him as
he slowly hung the receiver on the
hook, the soliloquy wherein he gave
her a pointed hint of the distress with
which he abdicated—which knowledge
was all that deterred her from despis
ing hitn with the fervor of a woman
scorned.
,
The fascination which a lighted
candle holds for a moth Is too well
known to require further elucidation
here. In yielding one day to a desire
to visit the Valley of the Giants, Shirley told herself that she was going
there to gather wild blackberries. She
had been tltlnklng of a certain black
berry pie, which thought naturally in
duced reflection on Bryce Cardigan
and reminded Shirley of her first visit
to the Giants under the escort of a hoy
Jn knickerbockers.
Her meeting with Moira McTavish
U)flt day, and the subsequent friend

|
;
1

i
,
{
1

described Bryce In minute detail ano
related to her eager auditor little nn
conscious daily acts of kindness,
thoughtfulness or humor performed h>
Bryce—his devotion to his father, his
idealistic attitude toward the Card!
can employees, his ability, his indus
try. And presently, little? by little,
Shirley's resentment against him
faded, anil in her heart was born a
great wistfulness bred of the h<qie that
some day she would meet Bryce Cardi
gan on the street and that he would
pause, lift his hat, smile at her his
compelling smile and forthwith pro
ceed to bully her Into being friendly
and forgiving—browbeat her into ad
mitting her change of heart and glory
ing in it.
To this remarkable state of mind
had Shirley Sumner attained at the
time John Cardigan, leading his last
little trump in a vain hope that it
would enable him to take the odd trick
In the huge game he hud played for
fifty years, decided to sell his Valley
of the Giants.
Shirley, as explained In a preceding
chajfter, had been present the night
John Cardigan, desperate and brought
to hay at last, had telephoned Penning
ton at the latter's home, accepting Pen
nington's last offer for the Valley of
the Giants. The cruel triumph In the
Colonel’s handsome face as he curtly
rebuffed old Cardigan had been too ap
parent for the girl to mistake; she
realized now that a crisis had come in
the affairs of the Cardigans, and across
her vision there flashed again the
vision of Bryce Cardigan's homecom
ing—of a tall old man with his trem
bling arms clasped around his boy,
with grizzled cheek laid against his
son's, as one who, seeking comfort
through bitter years, at length had
found it.
Presently another thought ennte to
Shirley. “I wonder 1” she mused. “He's
proud. Perhaps the realization that
he will soon he penniless and shorn of
his high estate has made him chary of
acquiring new friends In his old cir
cle. Perhaps if he were secure In his
business affairs— Ah, yes! Poor hoy!
He was desperate for fifty thousand
dollars!” Her heart swelled. “Oh,
Bryce, Bryce,” she murmured, “I think
Pm beginning to understand some of
your fury that day in the woods. It's
all a great mystery, but I’m sure you
didn’t Intend to he so—so terrible. Oh,
my dear. If we had only continued to
be the good friends we started out to
be, perhaps you'd let me help you now.
For what good is money if one cannot
help one’s dear friends in distress?
Still, I know you wouldn’t let me help,
you, for men of your stamp cannot
borrow from a woman, no matter how
desperate tlielr need. And yet—you
only need a paltry fifty thousand dol
lars!”
Shirley carried to bed with her that
night the woes of the Cardigans, and
in the morning she telephoned Moira
McTavish and Invited the latter to
lunch with her at home that noon.
When Moira came, Shirley saw that
she had been weeping.
“My poor MoiraI” she said, putting
her anus around her visitor, “What
has happened to distress you? There,
there, dear! Tell me all about it.”
Moira (aid her head on Shirley’s
shoulder and sobbed for several min
utes.
Then, “It’s Mr. Bryce,” she
wailed. "He’s so unhappy. Some
thing's happened; they’re going to
sell Cardigan’s redwoods; and they—
don’t want to. Just before I left the
office, Mr. Bryce came In—and stood
a moment looking—at me—so tragi
cally I—1 asked him what had hap
pened. Then he patted my cheek—oh,

1 know I’m Just~6ne of his responsi
bilities—and said, ‘Poor Moira! Never
any luck!’ and went Into his—private
office. I waited a little, and then I
went In, too; and—oh. Miss Sumner,
he had his head down on his desk, anil
when I touched his head, he reached
up and took my hand and held it—
and laid his cheek against It a little
while—and oh, his cheek was wet.
it’s cruel of God—to make him—un
happy. He's good—too good. And—
oh, I love him so. Miss Shirley, I love
him so—and he’ll never, never know.
I’m Just one of his—responsibilities,
you know; and I shouldn’t presume.
Rut nobody—has ever been kind to7’
me but Mr. Bryce—and you. And 1
can’t help loving people who are kind
—and gentle to nohodles.”
Moira's story—her confession of
love, so tragic Iiecair*-? so hopelessstirred Shirley deeply.
She seated
herself In front of Moira and cupped
her chin in her palm.
"Of course, dear.” she said, “you
couldn't possibly see anybody you
loved suffer so anil not feel dreadfully
about it. And when a man like Bryce
Cardigan Is struck down, he’s apt ii.
present rather a tragic and helpless
figure. 1I< wanted sympathy, Moira
woman’s sympathy, and it was de: i j
of you to give it to him.” *
“Pd gladly die for him.” Moira nn
swered simply.
“Oh. Miss Shirley
you don't know him the way we who
work for him do. If you did. you'd
love him. too. You couldn’t help It.
Miss Shirley.”
“Tell me about his trouhle. Moira.”
“I think it's money. He's been ter
ribly worried for a long time, and I’m
afraid things aren't go!n* right with
the business. It hurts them terribly
to have to sell tlie Valley of the
Giants, hut they have to; Colonel Pennlngton Is the only one who would
consider buying it; they don't want
him to have It—and still they have
to sell to him. Mr. Bryce says tits
father has lost his courage at last:
and oh. dear, things are In such a
mess. Mr. Bryce started to tell me
all about it—and then he stopped sud
denly and wouldn’t say another word."
Shirley smiled.
She thought she
anderstood the reason for that. How
ever, she did not pause to speculate
on It. since the crying need of the
present was the distribution of a ray
of sunshine to broken-hearted Moira.
“Silly." she chided, “how needlessly
yon are grieving! Ton say my uncle
has declined to buy the Valley of the
Giants?”
Moira nodded.
“My uncle doesn't know what he's
talking about, Moira. I’ll see that he
does buy It. What price are the Cardi
gans asking for it now?" 7
“Well, Colonel Pennington has of
fered them n hundred thousand dol
lars for it time and again, hut last
night he withdrew that offer. Then
they named a price of fifty thousand,
and he said he didn’t want it at all."
“He needs it, and it’s worth every
rent of a hundred thousand to him,
Moira. Dont worry, dear. He'll buy
it, because I'll make hitn. and he'll
buy It Immediately; only you must
promise me not to mention a single
word of what I’m telling you to Bryce
Cardigan, or in fact, to anybody. Do
you promise?”
Moira seized Shirley's hand and
kissed it impulsively.
“Very well,
then," Shirley continned. “That mat
ter is adjusted, and now we'll all he
happy. Cheer up. dear, anil remem
ber that some time this afternoon
you’re going to see Mr. Bryce smile
again, and perhaps there won't he so
much of a cloud over his smile this
time."
When Moira returned to the office
of the Cardigan Redwood Lumber
company, Shirley rang for her maid.
“Bring me my inotoreont and hat.
Thelma,” she ordered, “and telephone
for the limousine.” She seated her
self before the mirror at her dressingtable and dusted her adorable nose
with a powder-puff.
“Mr. Sniarty
Cardigan." she murmured happily,
“you walked rough-shod over my
pride, didn't you? Placed me under an
obligation I could never hope to meet
—and then Ignored me—didn't you?
Very well, old boy. We all have our
Innings sooner or Inter, you know, and
I'm going to make a substantial pay
ment on that huge obligation as sure
as my name is Shirley Sumner. Then,
some day when the sun Is shining for
you again, jou'll come to me aud he
very, very humble. You’re entirely
too independent. Mr. Cardigan, hut.
oh, my dear, I do hope you will not
need so much money. I’ll he put to
my wit's end to get it to you without
letting you know, because If your af
fairs go to smash, you'll he perfectly
Intolerable.”
She paused suddenly. "No, I’ll not
do that, either," she soliloquized. "I'll
keep it myself—for an investment. I'll
show Uncle Seth I'm a business wom
an, after all. He has had his fair
chance at the Valley of the Giants,
after waiting years for It, and now he
has deliberately sacrificed that chance
to he mean and vindictive. I’ll buy
the valley tmt keep my identity secret
from everybody; then, when Uncle
Seth finds a stranger in possession,
he’ll have a fit, and perhaps, before
he recovers, he'll soli me all his
Squaw creek timber—only he’ll never
know I'm the buyer. Shirley, iny dear.
I'm pleased with you. Really, I never
knew until now why men could he so
devoted to business. Won’t it be Jolly
to step in between Uncle Seth and
Bryce Cardigan, hold up my hand like
a policeman, and say: ’Stop it, boys.
No fighting, If you please. And if
anybody wants to know who’s boss
around here, start something.’ ”
I

When her uncle came home that
night, Shirley observed that he was
preoccupied and disinclined to con
versation.
“I noticed In tills evening's paper,"
she remarked presently, "that Mr.
Cardigan lias shld Ills Valley of the
Giants. So you bought It, after all?"
"No suoligfuck I", he almost harked.
"I'm an idiot. 1 should he placed in

For SpasmodicCroup rub
Vicks over the throat and
chest until the difficult

breathing is relieved—
then cover with a warm
flannel doth.
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“I Should Be Placed in Charge of a

Keeper."
charge of a keeper. Now. for heaven’s
sake, Shirley, don't discuss that tim
ber with me, for If you do, I'll go
plain, lunatic crazy.”
“Poor Uncle Seth.” she purred
sweetly.
Her apparent sympathy
soothed his rasped soul. He contin
ued:
“Oh, I’ll get the infernal property,
and it will be worth what I have to
pay for it, only It certainly does gravel
me to realize that I am about to he
held up, with no help in sight. I’ll
see Judge Moore tomorrow and offer
him a quick profit for his client.
That's the game, you know.”
“I do hope the new owner exhibits
some commort sense, uncle dear,” she
replied, and limned hack to the piano.
"But I greatly fear." she added to her
self "that the t.-w owner is going to
prove n most obstinate creature and
frightfully hard to discover.”
True to his promise, the Colonel
called on Judge Moore bright and
early the following morning. “Act
Three of that little business drama
entitled ’The Valley of Hie Giants.’
my dear Judge." he announced pleas
antly, ”1 play the lend In this net.
You remember me. 1 hope. 1 played
a bit in Act Two."
"In so far as my Information goes,
sir, you've been cut out of the east in
Act Three. I don’t seem to find any
lines for you to speak."
“Cue line, judge; one little line,
What profit does your client want on
that quarter-section?”
"That quarter-section Is not in the
market. Colonel. When it is. I'll send
for von, since you're the only logical
prospect should my client decAle to
sell. And remembering how you hutt
ed In ou politics In this county last
fall and provided a slush fund to heat
me and place a crook on the Superior
court bench. In order to give you nn
edge In the many suits you are al
ways filing or having filed against yon.
1 rise tor remark that you have about
ten split seconds in which to disap
pear from my office.
If you linger
longer. I'll start throwing paper
weights." And as if to emphasize
his remark, the Judge's hand closed
over one of the articles Id question.
The Colonel withdrew with what
dignity lie could muster.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.—L. MARCUS
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL
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will be installed
Friday
evening,
weather permitting.
Benjamin Merrifield \tho has been
ill for several weeks is improving.
Mrs. J. Dunbar visited relatives and
friends in Camden last week.
Mr. Sylvester our wideawake tea
man called «>n old customers last FrlI day.
I A large quantity of kiinwood is being
* hauled through town* on its way to
Rockport.
A large moose was seen in this vi

F. S. Philbrlck and Ralph Conant of
Rockland were in town Friday to at
tend day session of Mt. Pleasant
Grange.
The Ladies Circle meets Thursday
of this week with Mrs. Anna Clark.
Mrs. M. J. Oxton visited relatives in
Rockland recently A
Mrs. May Saunders has returned
from Camden after an absence of sev
eral weeks.
Miss Carrie Sherman and Miss Mar- cinity Friday.
aret Rapelye were in Rockland Satur
day.
CLARRY HILL
Marion and Kenneth Heald are cut
ting wood for Letona n Oxton and other
The Hawes school will give a patri
parties.
otic enli I'tuhuneiit at tlie schoolhouse
William Brown spent Sunday with Thursday evi4)ir.g. Jan. 27. v.'itlt home
his family.
made candy on sale.
Miss Josephine Brown is confined to
Edward Ross is moving his house
her home by illness.
hold goods from the A. . C. Lamont
The officers of Mt. Pleasant Grange place where he lias been living tlie past

ighl months into the Martin place.

.Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Clnrry attended
Fellows Installation in
Union.

the recent Odd

E erett Lamont was tlie
ins cousin Wallet'
Appleton last week.

guest of

weekend

Feyler in

M try Smith found potatoes in
liei eel ar that had I,egun to open their
,y
1 ookii g
for an early spring?
Hope they wont gft disappointed. An
other sign of spring—the seed cata‘loeuts are beginning to arrive.
.Mrs. Core Ross who has been spend
ing the past few months here* guest of
relatives, has returned to the home of
.Mrs Elie, S'.orer at tlie Common.

Decs Your Food Digest?
Mi-O-Na, that's the name of the best
prescription ever written for indiges
tion i i stomach distress, Guaranteed
by Kittredge Pharmacv.

(To be continued—Began Dec. 28. Back
copies can be supplied.)
FUR PRICES DROPPING

Prices of fox skins, at the fur auc
tion held in New York. Thursday
shoWed decreasesgranging from 40 to
60 per coat in comparison with the
current prices of last April. The ac
tual percentages of declines were
gray fox forty; blue fox forty; white
fox 47%; cross fox 43; Australian
fox 45 and silver fox 50. Reductions
of 60 per cent in civet cat and 55 per
cent in Kolinsky also were recorded.

Let Your Voice Be Heard
I

Farmers sometimes have been hampered by iil-adviscd
action in Washington.

Congress and department

heads have’ seemed out of touch with rural thought

and deeds.

Other interests have absorbed too much

of the attention of national officials.
Those small ads In The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effective.

This has happened because the single farmer can sel

dom make his voice heard.

It is time that Congress

gave more heed to the great agricultural population.

MAGIC WATER

And when farmers’ wants are expressed through a

Is good for washlug clothes, and
wlli remove mil
dew,
iron rust,
ink, grease and
fruit stains from
the finest fabrics
without injury if
used according te
direction

common spokesman, backed by an increasing num

It Will Also
Remove
all' stain*
from
bath tubs, lavator t e t, closets
sinks, floors, etc
Manufactured by

the

ROUP

F.very-Other-Day

MAGIC WATER CO., Augusta, Maine
Local Dealers
COBB’S, INC.; JAMESCN & BEV
ERAGE, HALL & MELVIN; LARRABEE&DODGE; O. S. DUNCAN;
F. O. HASKELL; E. C. PATTER
SON, WEBBER'S MARKET and E.
B. SPEAR, Rockland. A. J. LINEKEN and W. J. SPEAR, Thomas
ton.
A. W. HOOPER, F. S.
SEAVEY and L. B. ANTHONY,
Port Clyde.

ber of farmers, Washington must listen and act.
The Grange has such a spokesman
nt Washington. Through him it has
forestalled many moves hurtful to
agriculture. Government officials
know its arguments' are sound and
free from radicalism.
Many issues vital to the success of
farming will come before the new
Administration and Congress. The
Grange offers you the chance to make
voice heard.
The Country Gentleman, too,
maintains a Washington representa
tive to watch after the farmers’ in

your

terests. His articles will keep you in
close touch with governmental ac
tivities of vital importance to farm
ers. And that is only one of the
ways by which its national farmnews service will aid you. Every
week it brings a dozen keen articles,
interesting fiction, helpful editorials
and enjoyable humor.
ONE DOLLAR for a year’s sub
scription (52 issues) will buy big
value in benefit and entertainment.
Let our secretary forward your
order—today!

KRiOX COUNTY POMONA GRANGE, NO. 3
Union, Main.
East Union, Main*

MRS. CLARA LIGHT, Secretary
JAMES E. DORNAN, Master

Dear Secretary: I’m glad to see the Grange being pushed with good advertising. And here's my dollar for

The Country Gentleman for a year—52 weekly issue*. Please forward my order to the Publishers at
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

u(State)______

T-tt

WARREN

SEARSMONT

Mr. Duffy of Providence has been
Qt L. M. Butler’s the past week.
Hollis Starrett is to occupy Edward
McCallum’s house.
Miss Bryant and Miss Ethel Payson
were Saturday guests at Prank Pay
son’s.
Mrs. Harold Wentworth will have a
quilting party Thursday.
Mrs. Robert Walker has gone to
Bar Harbor on account of the illness
of her niece Miss June Andrews.
These officers of Ivy CChapter O. E.
S., were installed Friday evening by
Mrs. Frank Alaxcy
of Rockland:
Worthy Matron, Mrs. Nettie Jameson;
Worthy Patron, .Alvah Simmons; As
sociate Matron Emma Norwood, sec
retary Jessie Walker; Treasurer, Annah Starrett; conductress, Margaret
Sawyer: assistant, Alice Watts, chap
lain, Grace Walker; Marshal, Abbie
Newbert; organist, Mrs. Turner. Ada,
Alta Simmons; Ruth, Flora Coburn;
Esther, Martha Spear; Martha, Carrie
‘WylUe: Electra, Alice Cook; warder,
Mrs. Sarah Starrett; Sentinel,* Ere 1
Butler. A fine program was rendered
and refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mis. Fred Peabody and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas were in
Rockland Sunday at W. L. Gregory's.
Miss Nancy Starrett has been at
home this week on account of illness.
A. M. Copeland is the proud pos
sessor of a new gramophone.
Rev. Mr. Rounds of
Rocklqnd
preached
at
the
Congregational
church Sunday night.
W. H. Maxey of Rockland was in
town Friday at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Lewis Watts.
Philip Simmons Friday underwent
tin operation for rupture performed
by Dr. Silsby assited by Dr. Camp
bell.
Hudson Farrington of Rockland is
at Clifford Spear’s.
Jesse Mills was in Rockland Sun
day calling on relativees.
“Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick,”
nt Glencove Grange Hall this even
ing .

High School Notes
'I he school will give a supper at the
Victor Grange hall Jan. 25, the pro
ceeds for athletic purposes.
The best attendance for the past
term: Margaret Levensaler, not late or
absent; Irva Miller, late once; Mar
jorie Levensaler, absent one-half day;
Gardner Hemenway, late one; Marjorie
Crie, absent one-half day; Elsie Plaisted, absent one day.
Elizabeth Robbins who was absent
last term on account of sickness has
returned for the* winter term. Priscilla
Robbins and Thurman Fogg received
rank of A.
Plans are made for a volley ball team
for the girls and a baseball team for
the boys.
The boys have challenged Morrill
High for a game of basketball at the
earliest possible date.
Irva Miller and Thurman Fogg were
out Monday on account
sickness.

Estate of Stanley Gregory Orbcton

NOW FEELS LIKE

Knox County - In Court or Probate Held at
Rockland on the 18th day of January A D.
1921.
Irrna L. Orheton, Administratrix on the
estate of Stanley Gregory Orheton. late of
Rockport, in said County, deceased, having
presented her final account of administration
of said estate for allowance.
Ordered. •Thai notice thereof be given, once
a week, three weeks successively,
in
The
OoUliar Gazette, printed in Rockland, in said
County, that ail persons iqterea ed may attend
at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
the 15th day of February next and show cause,
if any they have, Irh.v the said account should
not be allowed
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge
A true copy—Attest:
11T17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.

OLD SELF AGAIN

I Never Felt Better In My
Life," Says Bangor Man
After Taking Tanlac.
“The way I eat and sleep since I be
gan taking Tanlac reminds me of the
good old days of my boyhood," recent
ly said Paul F. Aucoin, a valued em
ploye in the round house of the Maine
Central Railroad, residing at 46 Union
St., Bangor, Me. Mr. Aucoin has held
his present position for twenty-seven
ears and numbers his friends by the
score.
"Last winter 1 had Influenza, and it
is hardly worth while for me to try to
tell just how 1 suffered, for only those
who have had thin trouble could un
derstand how I got along.
"Anyhow, my uppetlte failed me, my
stomach got out of order, and I lost a
lot of weight and became very weak.
I couldn’t sleep any to speak Qf. and
Iwuys felt tired and worn out and
just could not get in shape to go hack
to work.
“Finally a friend told me about Tanac and I decided to try the medicine
Wejl, it wasn’t long before I began to
pick up. 1 gained six poupds in weight
In almost no time, and after that 1
came hack to my old self rapidly.
"1 am eating like a wolf now and
everything agrees with me perfectly.
At night I sleep like a log, get plenty
of rest and mornings when I start to
work 1 feel like putting in a real day.
My improvement has been so great my
wife says I look as strong and health;as I ever did^and I know she’s right,
for I never felt better in my life. I just
want everybody to know Tanlac is
what put me back on my feet."
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Corner
Drug Store; in Washington by F. L.
Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S
Hopkins, and by the leading druggists
in every town.—adv.

Estate of Charles H. Washburn

(•wnfht IMA by MeChuv

VINALHAVEN

Mrs. Arthur Mills entertained the
Apron Club Tuesday.
Friday evening nt Town , hall the
pupils of the Junior High gave u
DEER ISLE
dancing party which was n wueeess
socially and
financially.
Refresh
John Staples, aged 84, who died at
ments were very daintily served by
Quincy, Mass., Jan. 14, had been a res
the Junior girls, assisted by Kenneth
ident of Sunset for about 5Q years, re
Lynch and Fred Ghilles at the punch
moving to Quincy about five years ago.
bowl. The Arion Orchestra played.
He is survived by a son, John, who
The large sum netted shows that the
lives in Seattle, Wash., and a sister,
Junior class is up and coming. The
Mrs. Aseneth Spofford of Deer Isle.
members are Florence Calderwood,
Schools here are closed because of
Margaret
Conway,
Fred
Chilles,
grippe and measles. The entire town
Katherine Gilchrist, Edith
Libby,
is under the scourge of the grippe.
Kenneth
Lynch, Thelma
Mullen,
The local basketball team played the
Doris Nichols, Leola Nichols, Herbert
locals at McKinley Wednesday, with a
Patrick, Kenneth Raymond, Flora
score of 34 to 18 in favor of Deer Isle.
Smith, Marguerite Young.
There were no church services SunMrs. Fred York who has been the
! day at the harbor or at Sunset be
guest of her father T. J. Young has
cause of the illness of the pastor.^
returned to West Penobscot.
The Boy Scouts of Deer Isle had a
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Young and
red letter night Wednesday, when Capt.
daughter Ethel left Wednesday for
William S. Greene, who has had a large
Boston where they are guests of rel
and varied hunting experience in the
atives.
great woods for 12 seasons, gave a talk
Frank Healey gave a stag party
on Woodcraft. Following the address
Saturday evening at the home of hi,
refreshments were served by members
sister, Mrs. W. J. Billings.
of the troop. The scouts have been
Mr. and Airs. A. E. Libby and Mr.
invited by the Campfire Girls of Ston
and Mrs. Vaughan Johnson have been
ington to become their guests in the
spending the past week at Camp
near future.
Edlyll.
i
An interesting hockey game was
3=
played lately by the Sons of Rest and
H. S.
boys.
The
pond was
NORTH HAVEN
crowded with spectators, young and
old. Mr. Johnson, the timekeeper and
C. E. Waterman Co. have a crew of referee, started the game at 2 o'clock
men cutting wood on their lot re- sharp. The first period the puck was
ently purchased of I. I., Snow Co. shot arouqd quite a good deal and
George Beverage
and
Leonard finally went through the V. 11. S. goal
Alexander are cutting logs and cord- being the first time the puck ever
wood for Frank Beverage.
reached that far. The second period
Mrs. Arthur Beverage is teaching in which each team scored ended
school, suppplying for Miss Olive with a score of 2-1 in favor of the
Stone who is under quarantine for Sons of Rest. The third period was
as good
measles.
fast and exciting, the Sons of Rest
There is an epidemic of measles in scoring two goals while V. H. S. scor
Coffee
(own. Frank Sampson has had them ed one. Time was called twice, once
and is out again. Mrs. W. Sampson when Grey fell and the other when
40 cents per Fi pound canister
and V. L. Beverage are convalescing, Merrithew had a mishap and was un
Raymond Stone. George Eaton, C. H. conscious for a few minutes. The
Beverage and the three small child game ended in the fourth period, with
ren of V. L. Beverage are quite sick a score of 3-2 in favor of Sons of
at the present time.
Rest. The V. II. S. captain was not
Mrs Annie II. Beverage is stopping in the game as business detained him
at Deacon Ira Carver’s while her elsewhere. Chilles starred for the S.
family are having measles.
of U to great advantage, but Smith
Autos and ice boats were seen on ar.d Pooie were not far l>ehind. The
John will be hungry tonight (he Lily pond Wednesday skimming line up;
along like tilings of life.
V. H. JS.
•
R of It.
/ thinly I'll adJ tome
IT. F. Cooper has the Elston F. Burns, e,
e, Patrick
housed for the winter.
Miller, lw.
lw, Greenlaw
The launch Regir.a went to Rock
Poole, rw,
rw, Chilles
land for a load of freight recently.
Smith, ep,
ep, Robertson
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory and Davis, p
P. Grey
BRAND
son of Vinalhaven have reoently vis Davidson, ro,
ro, Mefrithew
ited Mr. and Mrs. Frank Waterman Chilles, g.
g. Davis
und called on friends here.
The Silent Sisters were entertain
Mrs. Nellie York has returned from ed Wednesday at the home of Mrs. F.
Camden where she has been helping M. White.
'-are for her grandchildren who have
Raymond
Pendleton
entertained
Il’s always to good
had measles and pneumonia.
friends at the club reom Wednesday
S. and II. C. Parsons brought in a evening, an oyster supper
hefng
The Twitchell-Champlin Co.
catch of large fish Monday.
served, with M. E. ixingdon us chef.
BOSTON and PORTLAND
Mrs. Philip Brown and little son
Material for the V. H. S. girls bas
are visiting Miss Constance Carver, ketball team has been ordered. The
Wto
having recently visited her, parents, games are to take place out of doors
Mr. and Mrs. <3. L. Carver at Eagle.
in the spring. It is too bad there is
Clarence Howard and Erland Quinn no place for them to praetlee during
Always ask for HATCHET BRAND SPICES and EXTRACTS
of Eagle were in town recently on the winter months.
business.
Miss Phyllis Shields entertained
Miss Alta Calderwood is Hoarding friends Wednesday evening at her
with Mrs. Willard Ladd and attend home in honor of her 14th birthday.
“Made
ing High School.
Games and music were features of
Mr. and Mrs.’ Frank Beverage at the evening and ice cream and cakes
tended court and visited Mr. and were served. Those
present were
Mrs. B. C. Calderwood in Bath re Dora Landers, Louise Hardison, Mary
WHO IS THANKFUL FOR
cently.
Wood. Leah Arey, Margaret Conway,
I. A. Grant and Ira Carver have Evelyn Chilles, Fred Chilles, Ken
butchered some fat cows recently.
neth Lynch Meredith Trefrey, Stew
Mrs. Mabelle Burgess has recovered art Davis, Carroll Burns.
from her illness.
Miss Ruth Vinal returned to Rock
Rev. M. G. Perry is much improved land Thursday,
In health and able to attend to his
“I have taken several bottles of Pe-ru-na
J. A. Lowe is in Tarrytown, N. Y.
and find It a great benefit. 1 had pal ns In
duties.
for the winter months.
my stomach and bowels, but by the nee of
Herman
Crockett
is
occupying
the
Pe-ru-na and Man-a-lln. I am well and
J. H Bucklin has returned from
st roug again. 1 always keep a few bottles
Crockett house, formerly known as Barre, Vt.
In the bouse."
Mbs. Osoa a Gray.
It, F D No. 2. Box 19,
the Perham House and recently pur
Capt. Ross Smith is home-keeper
N Ichols, Iowa
chased by Mr. Crockett, who expects for Representative F. L. Roberts,
to run the two hotels this coming while the latter is making laws in
summer.
■
Mrs. Gray’s experience is just more evidence that Pe-ru n*
\ugustn. Callers say that everything
9 is quite as good a remedy for catarrh of the stomach, bowels or
A. W. Beverage is building an ice looks in prime order about the house
B other organs aa it is for coughs, colds and nasal catarrh.
house.
and ever, the hens and eat show thnt
- Pe-ru-na is a wonderfully fine medicine to have in the house
C. F. Brown has had the grippe.
for everyday ills.
they have good care.
Raymond Crockett is ill at the
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew entertain
home of ills grandparents Mr. and ed friends Sunday evening art a de
Mrs Willis Witherspoon.
licious supper.
Mr. ard Mrs. Owen Quinn of Eagle
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter con
Sead to the Peruaa Compear, Columbpt, Ohio tor free
are visiting at Leigh Witherspoon’s
booklet aad medical advice.
ferred the mark degree on one eanD 0 E3 0 G=3 o 1=3 Ot=J D
0 C=J Q (=1 0 C=J 0 (=3 Q l=J 0 □
dldat^'Thursday evening.
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Me Well and Strong”
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and malted barley is a firm

favorite with families that
have used it for years and
know its food value for

both children and grown

ups.
“There's a Reason”

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Inc.
Battle Creek.Mich.
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Trains Leave Rockland for

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

THE
COURIER. GAZETTE.

’

Protessional&Busiii8SsCat6Y

Eastern Standard Time

Augusta, A §7 00 a. in., 17.30 a. m.,11.10 p. m.
Bangor A §7.00 a. m.. 17.30 a. in . 11.10 p. m
Bath. A§7.00a.ni., t7.30a.m., tl.10p.ro. A §4.30

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON

p ro., t4.35 p. ro

Boston .A§7.00a in., 17.30 a.m., tl.lOp.m.
Brunswick , §7.00 a. in.. 17..‘10 a. m , 11.10 P- ro.,
14.35 p. m
Lewiston, A§7.00 a ro.. 17.30 a ro., 11.10 p. ro.
New York, 14.35 p. in.
Portland. A§7.00a. ro.. 17.30a. m., 11 10 p. m.,
14.35 p ni.
Waterville. A§7 00 a. tn.. 17.30 a. ni.. 11.10 p. ro.
Woolwich, §7.00 a m., t7.30a.ro., tl.10p.ro.,
§4.30 p ra., 14.35 p m.
t Daily .except Sunday.
.
j Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
D-2O-2O V.P & Gen‘1 Mgr. Gen 1 Pa6seuger Agt.

STATE OP MAINE
Knox, »».
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and
lor said County of Knox, on the 18th day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred aad twenty-one
Vinalhaven and Rockland
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
last Will and Testament of Charles H. Wash
Steamboat Co.
burn, late of Thoioasion. in said County, having
been presented for probate, and application
having been made thnt no bond he required of
The direct route between
he executor named In tlie wilt.
Ordered, That notice thereof Ite given to 80CRLAND, VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT AND
all persona inieres.ed, by cuttsing a cope of
SWAN’S ISLAND
this Order to tie published three weeks suc
cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
published at Kooteland, in said County, Unit
Steamer leaves Rockland at 1.39 p. m.
tfiey may appear at a Probate Court to he
for Vinalhaven, North Haven. Stonington
held at Rockland, in said County, on the
fifteenth day of February A II P.121, at nine
and Swan's Island.
o'clock in the forenoon, and sitow cause. If
Returning, leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 a.
auy they have, why the prayer of tlie petitioner
tn. for Stonington. North Haven, Vinal
should not be granted.
ADEIJiEItT L MILER. Judge of Probate
haven and Rockland.
A true copy—Attest:
W. 8. WHITE. Gen. Mgr.
UT17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.

Office Hours—Until 9 a. m.; I to 3; 7 to 9 p. m.
Telephone 141-3
3-tf

H. y. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
Hwn; 9 to 12 A. M ; I to J P. M.
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. Sli-J.
Office telephone 493-W.

DR. J. C. HILL
Residence and Office, 266 Main Street

Estate of Charles 6. Whitney

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County of Knox, on the eighteenth day
of January, in the year of our ord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-one.
A Certain Instrument purporting to he the
last. Will and Testament of Charles
Whltne\, late of Thomaston, in said County, hav
ing been presented for probate, and applica
tion having been made that no ixind be re
quired of the executor named in the will
Ordered, Tlurt notice thereof he given to .“.II
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to be published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper publi&hed
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
land. in and for said County, on the fifteenth
day of February A D. 1921, at nine o’clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, why tiie prayer of the petitioner should
not be granted.
ADEIkBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy—Attest:
11T17
HBNRY II. PAYSON, Register.
Estate of G. A. Miller

SMALLEY’S
AUTO SERVICE

Rockland, Me,

Office Hours:

10 to 11 A, M.; 1 to 2 P. M.; 6 to 8 P. M.

128-tf

DR. A. W. FOSS
11 Bteek Street

ROCKLAND. MAINE
1:00 to 3:00; 7:SS Is «9

OFFICE HOUKS:
'

TELEPHONE S4S

13-13

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors

Estate of Fisher D. Payson

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
Ait a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County of Knox, on the 18th day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-one.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
last Will and Testament of Fisher D. Payson,
late of Union, in said County, having been
presented for probate, and application having
been made that no bond be required of the
executor named in the will
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to be published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
land, in said County, on the 15th day of Febru
ary A D. 1981, at nine o'clock In the forenoon,
und show cause, if any they have, why the
praver of the petitioner shuwid not he granted.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate
A (me cop\- Attest :
11T17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.

Palmer School Graduates
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, CAMDEN

Hour* 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evening* 6:30 to 7.30
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
126-tf

AND BELFAST

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

Making two trips daily, leaving Hotel
Rockland, calling at the Thorndike Hotel at
7:00 A. M. and 12:30 Noon.
Leaving Windsrr Hotel. Belfast at 10:30
A. M. and 4:30 P. M.
Service will continue as long as the auto
can get through.

Offls* liter*: I te 3 tad 7 to 9 P. M.

onto*: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON

.

Rnldetct until 9 A. M. and by AtgelatmeM
TELEPHONES: Rttldeate. 4M| OMea. 149.

S3-tf

DR. F. B. ADAMS

145-tf

OflM 400 Mai. Street, ROCKLAND. MAIMS

STATE OF MAINE
OMm Haun, until 9 a. m.; I ta 4 A 7 t. S s. a.
County of Knox, ss.
OFFICE TELEPHONE IM-W
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
R«*ld«nc»— Thorndika Hou*a.
TEL. Sit.
within and for said County of Knox, on the
first Tuesday of April, A. D 1921,
Rose A. Larrabee, of Rockland.
in
the Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
County of Knox and State of Maine, respect
fully represents that site is the lawful wife of
Osteopathic Physicians
Fred Francis Larrabee, formerly of Rockland,
aforesaid, but whose whereabouts are now un
II UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINS
known; that she was lawfully married to* said
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
Fred Francis Larrabee on the twenty-second
day of December, A l>. 1913, In said Rockland, EVENINGS A 8‘JNOAYS RY APPOINTMENT
by Rev. Edward S. Ufford; that they co habited
TELEPHONE 139
1-H
aud lived together as husband and wife, after
'heir marriage, at said Rockland, until the
latter part of January, or first of February, C. E. BUCHANAN, M. D.
1915, when she left her said husband for good
cause and has since lived separately and apart
’General Medicine
from him; that one child, Elizabeth B Larra
bee. was born to them on November 7, 1914;
35 Limerock Street
that your said libellant has always conducted
herself towards her said husband as a faithful, OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3j 7 to 8 P. M.
true and affectionate wife, hut that tlie said
TELEPHONE 473
140«3Icb29
Fred Francis Larrabee, unmindful of his mar
riage covenants and vows, has been guilty of
cruel and abusive treatment towards your said
DR. G D. NORTH
libellant, has treated her with extreme cruelty
and, being of sufficient ability or being able to
labor and provide for her, grossly or wantonly Physician and X-Ray Operator
and cruelly refuses or neglects to provide suit
OFFICE, 15 Batch Street, ROCKLANM
able maintenance for her; that the present
residence of said Fred Francis Larrabee is no?
OFFICE HOURS: UaUI I a. a.
known to your said libellant and cannot be
ascertained by reasonable diligence; that there
CSS te 3:00 and 7:00 te 9:01 «. B.
is no collusion between your said libellant and
________ TELEPHONE 712
M.tf
‘.lie said Fred Francis Larrabee' to procure a
divorce
*
Wherefore, she prays that the bonds of mat
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
rimony now existing between lier and her said
husband may be dissolved by divorce, that she
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeen
may be granted the custody of said minor child,
—end-Elizabeth B Larrabee, and that such further
X-RAY Operator
orders and decrees may be made, as to costa
and otherwise, as may seem just and right to
II RUMMER STREET, R0CILAWB
this Honorable Court.
TELEPHONE 12J
ROSE A LARRABEE.
ea-ue
January 11, 1921.

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County of Knox, on the eighteenth
day of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine lmndred and twenty-one.
A Certain Instrument, purjiorting to be the
last Will and Testament of (J A Miller, late
of Rockport, in said County, having been pre
sented for probate.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
itll persons interested, by causing a copy of
this Order to be published three weeks suc
cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
laiblished at Rockland, in said County, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to b© held
at Rockland, in and for said County, on tlie
fifteenth day of F,ebruary A. D. 1921, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of the petitioner
should not be granted.
*
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
STATE OF MAINE
A true copy—Attest:
County of Knox, ss.
11T17
HENRY II. PAYSON, Register
Subscribed and sworn to .tills eleventh day of
lanuary, 1921.
Before me.
Estate of Edgar 0. Robbins
FRANK H INGRAHAM.
STATE OF MAINE
Justice
of the Peace.
Knox, ss
At a Prolxite Court held at Rockland in and
.
state
:
of
M
aine
:
for said County of Knox, on the eighteenth
l. s
day of January, in the year of our Lord one
Khox,
ss.
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one.
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court.
A petition asking for the appointment of
January Term. A I) 192L
Clarence L Robbins as administrator on the
I’pon the foregoing Libel, Ordered. That the
estate of Edgar O. Robbins, late of Hope, in
Libellant
give
notice
to said Fred Francis Lar
said County, having been presented und ap
plication having been made that no bond be rabee, to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Court,
to
be
holden
at Rockland, within and
required of said administrator
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to for the County of Knox, on the first Tuesday
of
April,
A.
D.
1921,
by publishing an attested
all persona interested, by causing a copy of
•his Order to be published three weeks succes copy of said Libel, and Mils order Ihereon,
three
weeks
successively
in The Courier-Gazette,
sively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
published at Rockland, in said County, that a newspaper printed in Rockland, in our County
of
Knox,
the
last
publication
to be thirty days
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at Rockland in and for said County, on at least prior to said first Tuesday of April,
next,
that
he
may
there
and
then in our said
the fifteenth day of February A D. 1921, at
nine o’clock in the forenotn, and show cause, court appear and show cause, if any lie have,
why
the
praj
’
er
of
said
Libellant
should not be
if any they have, why the prayer of the peti granted.
tioner should not be granted.
SCOTT
WILSON.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate
Justice Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy—Attest:
A
true
copy
of
tlie
Libel
and
Order
of the
11T17
HENRY H. PAY80N, Register.
Court therpon.
Attest :
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
Lstot* of Arianno T. Smith
(Seal)
8-T-I4
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
Estate of Reuben (f. Townsend
for said County of Knox, on the 18th day of Knox County
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on the
nine hundred and twenty-one.
18th day of January A. D. 1921.
Whereas a petition has been duly filed pray
Frederick W Gmves. Trustee under the last
ing that specific property remaining in the will
testa-menk of Reuben O. Townsend,
hands of Frank L. Luce, Adminlslrator of the late and
Rockland, -in said County, deceased,
estate of Arraniw T Smith, late of Rockland, havingof presented
his second account of ad
deceased, on settlement of his first account, ministration «f the
estate of said deceased
made at a Probate Court, held at Rockland, for allowance
within and for said County, on the third Tues
Ordered.
That
notice
be given once
day of December A. 1) 1920. may be ordered a week tor three weeks thereof
in The
to be d:s.ributed among, the heirs of said de Courier-Gazette, printed Insuccessively,
Rockland,
in said
ceased, and the share of each determined
Codunty, that all persons interested may attend
Ordered, Jha-t notice thereof J»e given to all it a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
peroons interested, by causing a copy of this the
flftenth day of E’cbruary next, and show
Order thereon to be published three weeks suc oause,
if any they have, why the said account
cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper should not be allowed
uubKshed at Rockland, in said County, that
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
,hey may appear at a Probate Court, to be A true copy—Attest
:
held at jtockland, in and for said County, on
11T17
HENRY
H. PAYSON. Register
the fifteenth day of February A D. 1921 at
nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause
Estate of Mary E. Rokes
if any they have,- why the prayer of the peti
state: OF MAINE:
tioner should not he granted.
Knox, ss.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
At a Probate Count held at Rockland In and
A true copy—Attest:
'or said County of Knox, on the eighteenth day
11T17
’ HENRY II. PAYSON, Register.
of January, in the year of our Lord one thou
ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM
sand nine hundred and twenty-one.
Estate of Theodore Sidney McIntosh
Thos« small arts in The CourierA petition asking for the appointment of N,
STATE OF MAINE:
B. Eastman as administrator on the estate of
Gazette are read by every body. That Knox, ss
Main Street, Corner Llmerock
Mary E: Rokes, late of Warren, in said County,
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland
in
and
s why they are so popular and
having been presented.
Head of Railroad Wharf
for said County of Knox in vacation on the
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to all
effective.
Cor. South Main and Mechanic
20th day of January, in the year of our Lord persons
interested, by causing a copy of this
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-one.
Tillson Avenue
to be published three weeks successively
A petition asking for the appointment of Order
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
Earle McIntosh as administrator on tlie es;ate at Rockland, in said County, that they may
Main Street, Corner North
of Theodore Sidney McIntosh, late of Rock appear a" a Probate Court to be held at Rock
land, in said County, having been presented and land in and for said County, on the fifteenth
Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
application having been made that no bond day of February A D. 1921, at nine o’clock
Main Street, Corner Park
be required of said administrator
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
Ordered, That notice •thereof be given to all li«ve, why the prayer of the petitioner should
Broad Street, Corner Grace
persons interested, by causing a copy of this not lie granted
Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
Order to be
biished three weeks successively
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate
Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published A true copy—Attest:
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
Middle Street, Corner Traverse
11T1T
HE.tltY II PAYSON, Register
IEOULATI0N FIZB WITH NAME
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
Main Street at Rankin Block
land in and for s;iid County, on the 15th day
Estate of Addie J. Edwards
AND ADDRESS OP MAKgR AND
North Main Street, Cor. Warren
of February A I). 1921, nt nine o'clock in the
NOTICE
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
Camden and Front Streets
why the prayer of the petitioner should not be January 18, 1921, site was duly appointed
WITH
FEDERAL
LAW.
Head of Cedar Street
granted.
executrix of 4he last will and testament of
West Meadow Road
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
Addie .1 Edwards, late of Rockland, in the
$4.50
per
1000
Sheets
A
true
copy
—
Attest
:
County of Knpx, deceased, without bond as tlie
Camden Street near F. B. Church
11T17
HENRY II PAYSON. Register
W'ill directs, and on this date was qualified to
For Pound size
fill said trust.
Estate of Richard H. Burpee
Postage <5 cents addlttossi
All perilous having demands against tlie
Knox County.—In Court of Probate held at estate are desired to present t4»e same fiff* set
Rockland in vacation on the 20th day of tlement. and all indebted thereto are required
January A I). 1921.
to make payment immediately to
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Samuel A Burpee, Executor-on tlie estate of
SUSIE H COLLEY,
Richard H Burpee, late of Rockland, in said
Gray, Maine.
Postage
10
cents
additional
It’s Easy—If You Know Dr.
County, deceased having presented his first
Jan. 18, 1921
Jan. 27-Feb 3-10
and, final account of admilnistration of said
For
each
additional
1000
sheets
ord

pdwards’ Olive Tablets
estate for allowance
Estate of Jason M. Robbins
ered at same time, add to the pries
Ordered, That notice thereof be given once
NOTICE
of first 1000, $4 00 and 1C cents post
a >week. three weeks successively, in The
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
The secret of keeping young is to feel
■Courier-Gazette, published in Rockland, in said December 21, 1920, lie was duly appointed ad
age
fur
each
1000.
voting—to do this you must watch your
County, that all persons interested may attend ministrator of the estate of Jason M Robbins,
liver and bowels—there's no need of
at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland on late of Union, in the County of Knox, deceased,
the 15th day of February next and show cause, and on .lanuary 18, 1921, was qualified to till
having a sallow complexion—dark rings
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
it any they have, why the said account should said trust by giving bond as the Jaw directs
under your eyes—pimples—a bilious
noa he allowed.
All. persons having demands against the
For
Half
Pound
slae
look in youi face—dull eyes with no
ADEI/BERT L MILES, Judge
estate are desired «o present the same for set
Postage 10 cents additloaal
A true copy—Attest:
tlement. and all indebted thereto are required
sparkle.
Your doctor will tell you
11T17
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
(o make payment immediatelv to
ninety per cent of all sickness comes
GEORGE: E ROBBINS.
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Estate of Nancy L. Robinson
from inactive bowels and liver.
* Union. Maine
Knox County.—In Court of Probate held at
Jan. 18, 1921.
Jail. 27-Feb 3-10
Postage 10 cents additional
Dr. Edwards, a well-known physician
Rockland on the 18th day of January A. D.
in Ohio, perfected a vegetable com
1921.
Estate of Sarah M. Black
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
Frank B Miller Administrator on the estate
NOTICE
pound mixed will olive oil to act on
ered at same time, add to the prio«
of Nancy L. Robinson, late of Chicago, Ill.,
The subscriber * hereby gives notice that on
the liver and bowels, which he gave to
deceased, having presented ills first and final January 18, 1921, he was duly appointed ex
of first. 1000, M.50 and 10 cents post
tiis patients for years.
account of administration of said estate for ecutor of tlie last will and testament of Sarah
age fo>* each 1000.
allowance.
M Black, late of Rockland, in tlie County of
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets, the sub
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, once Knox, deceased, without bond as tlie will di
stitute for calomel, are gentle in their
a week, three weeks successively,
in The rects, and on this date was qualified to till said
action yet always effective. They bring
.
Courir-Gazette, published in Rockland, in said trust.
County, that all persons interested may attend
All persons having demands against the
about that natural buoyancy which all
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
Rockland,
on
estate
are
desired
to
present
the same for set
should enjoy by toning up the liver and
tlie fifteenth day of February next and show tlement, and all indebted therto are required
clearing the system of impurities.
'•.’use. if anv thev have, why the said account to make |i.iyment immediatelv t<»
sliould not be allowed.
Dr. Edwards’ OliveTabletsare known
J. EDWIN FROIIOC,
ADEU1ERT L MILES. Judge
«
Rockland, Maine
Rockland, Maine
by tlieir olive color. 13c and 30c.
11T17
UENKY H. PAYSON. Register
Jan. 18, 1921.
Jan. 27-Feb 3 10

KEEP LJ0M1NG

This combination of wheat

Cl

ca
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Everr-Other-Day

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA («traigbtenla| teeth)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL C0LLEBI
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
__ Shear Block............... Foot ot Park Street
Office Hour*: 9 te 12; I te 5.
TEL. 74S-M.

DR. LAWRY
18 Oak street
ROCKLARB, ML

HOURS;

Until 9:00 a. a.
2 to 4 a. M.;

I

te I s.

m.

TELEPHONE ITS

DR. W. HARRISON SANBORN
Dentist
‘
490 MAIN 8TREET, ROCKLANS, MAIHB
Oepeiit* Thorndike Hotel

X-RAY lid DENTAL ELECTRIC TREATMENT
tl-tf

DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
Dentist
4S7 MAIN STREET, ROCKLANB, ME.
Above Hu*tea-Tuttle Book Store
Phene 49S-M.

Office Houra: I te 12 aad I ta I

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EM*
LARGING.

—*

Rockland, Me.

370 Main St.

PAUL M. STEVENS
Public Accountant
Audits
Systems
Federal Income Tax Reports
Rockland, Me.
156*12
Tel. 290

L W. BENNER
—Dealer in—
AD Kinds of Real Estate
2 North Main St., Rockland
12-tf

ARTHUR L. ORNE

Insurance
Sueeeuor te A. J. Ertklne A Ce.

417 MAIN 8TRFET I

: ROCKLANO. MAIMR

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianoa
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

L. R. CAMPBELL

Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Matters

*75 MAIN RTREFT

•

s ROCKLANO. ME.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE

431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLANO. ME.
r.I.DlinaM—nnim. 404 H.iiu. 4H3-W. It-tf

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at 1-aw
CORNER TILLSON AVE. •>< MAIN STREET

nocKiana vouner-u»a;

rage aiX

Mrs. John E. Walker opens her
house this week for the benefit of The
Hoover Fund. 'Thursday at 1 o'clock
will he a luncheon followed by auction,
nt whirl, a handsome prize will be
given. Friday at T o'clock, a dinner
followed hv auction nial dancing, foi
which Joseph Etftery. chairman of the
fund in Thomaston, kindly furnishes
the same music furnished to tile Rock
land Country Club. The luncheon and
dinner will not P* on strictly Hoover
lines, but simple and in keeping witli
the occasfcn. Tidheta for the luncheon
and auction will he $1 a plate; for the
dinner, auction find dancing $2.50. Of
course larger contributions to swell the
fund will be gratefully appreciated,
Earlv reservation are desired, as on ac
count of the siz<* of the house the
tables have to h‘‘ limited in number.
Tables and reservations are being
made rapidly.
Eltnus Morse. John Shrader. Charles
Shorev and Alton Grover spent the
week-end in camp at South Pond.
Wilbur Strong? accompanied by his
son Billv, left Sunday for Waterville
where they will Join Mrs. Strong and
son Walter.
Miss Letitia
Creighton returned
Monday from Winchester.
Mrs. H W. Gleason returned to Ar
lington Tuesday after spending a week
with her son H. A. Gleason.
The next meeting: of the I’arentTeacliers Association will be held Fri
day evening at the High School. Miss
Chaplin. Knox county health nurse,
will have charge and all parents and
friends are urge*’ to attend, thereby
showing their interest in the welfare
of the schools.
Mr. and Mrs. George Pemuth left
Monday for Boston and vicinity where
they will spend two weeks with rela11 VPS.
The Epworth Eeague of the M. E.
church will hold a cooked food sale in
Crockett’s 5 an*’ 1« cent store at 2
o'clock next Saturday afternoon
Tlie Baptist >’ena League holds its
regular meeting this Tuesday evening,
with supper served at 6 o’clock The
' speaker will be Rev. Howard A. Welch
of Rockland.
« ’
A special meeting of Gen. Knox
Chapter. D. A. R-. wifl be held at the
home oft Miss Clara Creighton this
Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock, for the
purpose of planning a Hoover banquet.
The Pythian listers installation Fri
day evening in ’<• "f
>'»”
wf>11
attended. The installing officer was
District Deputy MW Hom Maxey, who
was ably assisted by Mrs. Edith
Wyllie and Mr?- Hattie Tillson. lee
eream and cake were served.
Report is cufent of a High School
entertainment t° he given l eb. 4.
Mrs Clarence Mi”er of Friendship is
visiting her dHUMhter Mrs. Clayton
Oliver.
.
„ ,
j
Mr. and Mrs- J- V. Bowker motored
here from Portland Sunday, returning
Mofldav. They' were accompanied by
Mrs. Eva Marsh who has been their
guest for severs’ weeks.
To discuss the sale or transfer of the
church property and other important
matters connected with the Congrega
tional church and society, a meeting of
the society will he held Saturday even
ing at 7.15 o'clock.

"Aaron SlicK Oom Punkin Crick,”
at Glencove Grange Hall this even
ing
____________
not correctly dressed

The tuxedo eoat must not be worn
in the presence of women, according
to a diqjum ff'»" the .Merchant Tail
ors and Designers' Association which
opened a convention in Chicago Wed
nesday. "The tuxedo is taboo from
all social occasion? except stag par
ties' said .1. E- Severine. president of
the association. ' 'Tlie man who
wears one on
other occasion
rot correctly dressed.

listen:

if you do not enjoy Health and
consequently arc dissatisfied with
life CHIROPRACTIC Will help
vou Give it a fair trial and you
will' solve your HEALTH PP.OB1 EMS
Thousands have been
benefited, WHY NOT YOU? Take
the first opportunity, call on your
local Chiropractor, let him explain
the principle of the Science to
you
Then let him give you a
Spinal Analysis and if necessary
CHIROPRACTIC SPINAL AD
JUSTMENTS- You wi" be sorrY
you did not investigate long ago.
Consultation and Spinal Analysis
Free
Children's Diseaws special.
CHIROPRACTORS
t F. H. STAHi- °- c" Graduate Adjuster

400 Main St- Aockland. telephone

Pillsbury Dry Goons Go.
Thomaston

GftEAT

EVERYTHING

I have reduced 10 pounds doing
this, but you can tell ’em, corsets,
you’ve been around' the women
longer than ' have.
From $3 to $3.75 Outing Night
Dresses ...................... V™
^.93
$1.98 Bunga!ow Aprons .......... $1.00

ALL

All Gloves Reduced in Price
$1.49

Forest Mills Underwear and Gordon
Hosiery. Less than Cost

PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
Portraits Taken Day or Night
Copying. En largements, Framing,
Flashlights, Home Portraiture ♦
Films Fin'Shed for the Amateur
Phone 33-11

w. P. STRONG
Watchmaker and Jeweler

Real Rand Painted China

Tues.-Sat.

t-uaj

L-vcijr*

i-rxi.

CAMDEfi
The Kim Street Beading Club met
with Mrs. Talbot Monday evening.
Supper was served at 6.30, after which
a fine musical program was rendered.
The Episcopal Guild meets Wednes
day afternoon with Mrs. C. W. Baltb.
The officers of Keystone Chapter will
he installed Wednesday evening. Music
by Dean’s orchestra, and a good old
fashioned dance will follow the instal
lation. Masons and their ladies are
cordially invited,
Get your tickets for the annual ban
quet of the Camden Board of Trade,
which will be served in the- Baptist
vestry Thursday, Feb. 3.

matinee every day

THIS

CHICAGO STOCK COMPANY

WEEK

Presenting Beautiful Productions of Broadway Plays

•
"Aaron Slick from Ihinkin Crick,”
at Glencove Grange Hfill this even
ing .

,

Wednesday—Matinee and Night

TONIGHT-The N. Y. Hit

THURSDAY
MATINEE AND NIGHT

Si
£roC(Jhurst pres'enfa IF
the triple extract of 'auyhj' :
(ZCtJAiZC

Fa

v
w

SHE
WALKED
IN (A

6

WANTED

Keep It
To
Yourself

It isiit what
she did. but
what she
wanted to do
made her-

A COOK AND A
SECOND MAID
Middle aged
women preferred.
Must be reliable, neat and com
petent. Small family, no children.
Everything modern. If satisfactory
can have position all year round.
Must give good references.

Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell

9tf

BELFAST, ME.

A COMEDY OF FRILLS AND

lingerie in
A LADY’S BOUDOIB

U WILL LAP
13

AMERICAS FOREMOST DISTILLER.

.

Sfe

Advertisements in this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 4 times
for 50 cents
Additional line« 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents 4 times
Six words
make a line.

FARCICAL FUN

MARKSWAN

Co-author of “PARLOR., OEDKOOA1 aetd OATH
|QQ*4> PROOF CAST INCLUDES

By

,

Fred
Jackson

The Woman in Room 13
THE WORLD’S GREATEST MELODRAMA

SATURDAY

Lost and Found
LOST A roll of hills containing about $43.
between Guarantee Clothing Co. ahd Paladino’ft
barber shop opposite. Tinder please retint
to WILLIAM THORNDIKE. 27 Purchase Street.
11*14
FOUND—A gold charm bearing * date Dec.
17. ltlt Owner can here mum b, proving
property* and paying charges. Apply at COP
PER KETTLE.
11-14
LOST—Friday P. M. between my residence
and Masonic Temple, a gold Masonic jewel.
Has my name on bar. Finder suitably reward
ed A. I. MATHER.
10-tf

MATINEE AND NIGHT

Direct fromtke Harris Theatre . NiwYork

Friday—Matinee and Evening f

SEATS FoFaLL WEEK NOW ON SALE
Evenings—Balcony 35c, 50c, 75c, Plus Tax
Matinees—Orchestra, 35c, Balcony, 25c, P4us Tat

“Mary’s Ankle”
WELL WORTH SEEING

LOST OR STOLEN—Brown and white bobtail fox and beagle dog. Answers to name of
Bouncer. Tel. 633-1. W. J. FRYE.
8-11

■R
' ments of ice cream njid cake were
served during the social hour that followed.
Miss Katharine Walker of Camden
The Stonington High basketball
and Theodore Strong of Glencove ■ team went to Southwest Harbor Friwere recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. ‘ day and played the High School the
Everett E. Libby at 6 o’clock dinner. ! rubber game, losing by score of 18 to
Mrs. Fred Holbrook of Camden was ;J0. Saturday night they played at
calling on friends in town Sunday.
Northeast Harbor and lost by 52 to 12,
The Twentieth Century Club will being very much outweighed and on a
be entertained Friday afternoon at j slippery floor.
the horpe of Mrs. Calista Cole.
A very pleasant wedding took place
At the meeting of the Fred A. Nor • at the residence of William McKenzie
wood Relief Corps next Friday even j Thursday night, the groom being May
ing degrees will be conferred on ten nard Gray and the bride.
Miss
candidates, supper being served after Mary McKenzie, the marriage taking
the work. It is hoped that a large place on tlje 31st wedding anniversary
number will be present.
of the bride’s parents.
Rev. E. V.
Charles “Robarts and §on Myron i
were home from Lincolnville to spend
Sunday.
Installation of officers of Harbor
Light Chapter. O. E. S. will be held |
next Friday evening at 8 o’clock with j
Mrs. Addle Jenkins as the installing
officer.
A very interesting spelling contest
was held Friday afternoon in Mrs.
Elizabeth Libby's room. Miss Evelyn !
Morse, aged 1- years, daughter <>( |
Mrs. Emma Morse, spelled 'the whol£ i
school down on the word “tassel.”
Rev J. S. Crossland of Rockland I
preached a very interesting sermon j
at the Methodist church Sunday af
ternoon to a good-sized audience, j
Mr. Crossland has been engaged to
preach every Sunday at 2.30 o’clock.
Mrs. Nancy Tribou has been the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Sarah Buzzell in Simonton for a few days.
Mrs. Julia A. Thorndike and Miss
Nellie M. Thorndike entertained at
dinner Sunday at their home on (’amden Road in honor of Mrs. Maud Nor
wood Packard of Springfield, Masp
Other guests included Mrs. Ellen
Shepherd, Miss Minnie I*. Shepherd
and Miss Lena Cleveland of Camden.
Kenneth Wooster was at home
from New York recently for a brief
visit with his mother, Mrs. Charles
Wooster.
*
The Dumaliqua Society was very
pleasantly entertained Saturday even
ing at the home of Mrs. Everett E.
Libby, Amsburv Hill. A picnic supper
was served.

ROCKPORT

Allen officiated. The newly wedded
couple first put in appearance at Ma
sonic hall, at the installation of the
officers of the O. E. S.. themselves be
ing officers, where they received cor
dial greetings and felicitations from
their friends and acquaintances.

;

Miss Ada Pettengill, superintendent i
nurse at the Maple Crest Sanitorium at j
East Parsonfteld, was called home!
Tuesday on account of her brother
Manley, who is seriously ill with pneu
monia at Fort Sill. Oklahoma.

, ■ .1 >"! -....... ■

r":'!

Basketball Friday night consisted of
two games. The Belfast High School
team arrived in automobiles, being the
same team with exception of one man
that Rockport played in that city, when
the score was 29 to 17 in our favor.
Friday’s game started with Rockport’s
'egular lineup, t>ut in the third period
Payson was obliged to withdraw with
sprained thumb. Brown substituting.
In the fourth period Bryant met with
njury through skidding on a slippery
j pot, Glaentzel taking his placp. Rockjort is fortunate in having two such
The summary:
dependable
subs.
Rockport II. S. 44; Belfast H. S. 2.
Referee, Maxey.
The second game was between
Uumni of Rockport High School and
Camden Alumni. Rockport winning. 14
to 10. Referee. Miss Davis. The line
up: Rockport—Roland, If; Riper, rf;
Crockett, c; Robarts, sc; Grey, Ig;
Huntey, rg; Richards, si.
Camden—Ogier, lh; Churchill, rf:
Hall, jc; Firth, sc; Clancy, lg; Glea
son. rg; Manning, g.
Rockport H. S. boys and girls will
olay Camden High teams next Friday
it Rockport, admission 25 and 30 cents.
“Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick,”
at Glen* oye Grange Hall this even
ing .

STONINGTON
The following officers were installed
for Juanita Chapter, O. E. S.. by Alex
ander MeGuffie last Thursday evening:
Worthy Matron, Rose Turner: Worthy
Patron, Maynard Gray; Associate Ma
tron, Mrs. Maynard Gray; (Conductress.
Lucy Collins; Associate Conductress,
Myrtle Morey; Treasurer, Ella Bil
lings;
Secretary, Nellie
Webster;
Chaplain, Bessie Noyes; Organist,
Katherine Haskell: Ada, Susie Gross;
Ruth. Gertrude Webb: Esther, Myrtle
Brlnpigion; Martha. Mary Brimigion;
Electa, Lena Morey; Warder, Julia
Thurlow; Sentinel. Allen Flfleld. The
retiring Matron. Alma Wood, was pre
sented with a Past Matron’s jewel and
retiring Patron Alex. McOuffle was
presented with a beautiful reading
lamp. Both responded feelingly. A
varied program of entertainment was
given during the exercises. Refresh-

TELEPHONE 487

WANTED—A blue flame oil cook stove, two
or three burner, in good condition,
MRS.
ENOCH RAWLEY, Rockville. Tel 352-5. lltf

FOR SALE

WANTED—By elderly lady, board in private
family TELEPHONE 48-4.
l«*tf
WANTED—All ready to commence sawing
Better have it dtuie before
wood by i»ower
the deep snow comes E. L. FARSCTT. Tel.
23-12
9-16

The entire stock and equipment of the

WANTED -Position, any kind of office work.

| Francis Cobb Shipbuilding Co.
—CONSISTING OF—

H Machinery and Tools; JMew and Second-hand Lumber;

jj Nails; Spikes; Clinch Rings; Bolt and Refined Iron;
R Blocks, Ropes, Wire; Office Furniture and Firewood.

ROCKLAND : : MAINE
6tf

FERTILIZERS

Greatest Production at Lowest Cost
The bigger the crop per acre you produce —
the bigger your net profit.
Thoughtful farmers will take advantage of
the good prices that come from a world demand.
They will bend every effort to a greater pro
duction. They will increase the fertility of
their soil with Parmenter & Polsey Animal
Fertilizers — the best obtainable.

Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizers contain only
high grade German Potash mixed with other
chemicals, and Blood, Bone and Meat Meal.
They are well balanced plant foods — always
in excellent mechanical condition. Their lib
eral application to your soil insures the results
every farmer wants — greatest production at
lowest cost. Order your supply of Parmenter
& Polsey Fertilizers now. Prices have been
cut the limit—but the Quality of the fertilizers
remains “the best obtainable”.

Write for our illustrated book
with valuable information
PARMENTER & POLSEY FERTILIZER CO.
Branch of Consolidated Rendering Company

Boston, Mass.

TELEPHONE

113-R.
9-12

WANTED A copy of The Courier-Gazette of
July 30. 1918. Pleas
•lease sehd to THIS OFFICE.
9-tf
housework.
8-11
Apply

WANTED—Wjll pay spot cash for stock of
goods’ grocery or general store. Address BOX
H, Rockland
7*18
WANTED -Middle aged woman for house
work'; 2 in family. MBS RICHAAD 8. SMITH,
Ingraham Hill. Tel*42f-M.
7-tf

WANTED—Iff female shaggy cats, at once.
Highest prices paid. JOHN 8. RAN LETT, RockRockville, Me Tel. 352-14,
6-tf

WANTED—Woman to work in the
kitchen. THORNDIKE HOTEL.

pastry
6-tf

WANTED—Girl for general housework. Ap
ply to MRS. E C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.

7-tf

WANTED--Second hand sails.

Highest prices
paid fttr heivy or light sails. W. F. TIB
BETTS. Sallmaker, 61 Front Street. Tel. residfenefe 775-W.
89-tf

THE AMBITIOUS

YOUNG MAN

takes pride in being thrifty and constantly
endeavors to add to his surplus fund. See
how much more money you can save by
having an account with the Rockland Na
tional Bank.

WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, cham
ber maids, e laundresses, general and kitchen
workers, elF Telephone or call, except between
12 and 2 and 6 and 7. MRS. HAWLEY. 780
High St., Bath, Me. Tel. 725
KXMf

WANTED—Best shag cat and kittens. High
est prices paid. BAY VIEW’ FARM, North
Haven, Me.
,
155*38
WAHTED—25 male shaggy cate and kittens
Will pay highest prices. Write or telephone
352-14. JOHN S. RANLETT, Rockville. Me.
154-tf

WANTED—Experienced
woman. THIS OFFICE,

The Rockland national Bank
Rockland, Maine

Miscellaneous

RECORO EXCHANGE-All kinds of Phono
TO LET Two heated rooms for light house
graph Reedrds exchanged and for sale.
12
keeping. 27 PARK STREET.
10*13
RANKIN STREET. Rockland, from 6 to 9 p. m.
TO LET A lower flat; all modern improve
11*18
ments. electric lights. 79 SUMMER STREET.
10-tf • DENTAL NOTICE—I wish to announce that
TO LET -After February. 4—5 room tene I am now in my office every day. DR. .1 H.
10-tf
ment. wkh miHlern improvements, corner Grove DAMON. Dentist Telephone 593-R
and Union streets Apply at FULLER-COBBTHE
CHILDRENS
HOSPITAL
of
Portland.
DAYIS.
9-tf
Maine, offers to young women of high school
TO LET Tenement 194 North Main street, education or its equivalent a two and onebath rgom, Inn and cold water, electric lights, halt' years’ course of training which includes
tlreplac^, bay window; on car line: arc light six months at New Haven Hospital, New Haven.
in front of house. Near Country Chib. TELE Conn. Special courses given in Public Health
work and in District Nursing. -Address Sl’PT
PHONE 695-5 or 22«-M
9-tf
NURSES. 68 High St, Portland. Maine 10-13
TO LET -Furnished rooms for light housekeoping
Steam heat. Desirable location 52
BOAT & CARPEN1ER SHOP—I have opened
SUMMER STREET.
8-11
up my carpenter and boat shop and am ready
take orders for boat building and all kinds
TO LET Furnished rooms, well heated; hath to
of carpenter work
Saw filing a specialty.
MRS OTIS. 39 j;r*ve St Tel. 182-2.
6-tf
FRANK .IOOST. ftirpenfer and Boat Builder.
8*11
TO LET---Somebody is needing a house or
rooms
Advertise yours in this column and
LADIES Reliable stock of hair goods at the
you’ll get an application Immediately.
3-tf
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St
Mail or
TO LET Desirable flat of four rooms at 28 ders solicited HELEN (’ RHODES
18 tf
Pacific street, city. TEL. Rockland 142-4 or
518-M.
4-tf
W. F. SIMMONS. Furniture repairing. Also
reseated by Roy Williams, blind boy.
TO LET -Six room tenement with electric chaljs
work llrst-class
Reasonable rates. 280
lights and hath, at 27 South Main Street. Ap- All
MAIN STRICT, one door North Boston Shoo
pij on PREMISES^
10-tf
Store. Up stairs
5-tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
ACCORDION PLEATING. MACHINE HEM
STREET
143-tf
STITCHING. PICOT EDGE. COVERED BUT
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves, TONS.
orders pmmpily filled. l’HYLI.IS E
and musical insirumertts or anything that re TOLMAX. IS Iceland St Tri. 270 .1.
3»34
quires -a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
I R. FLYE. 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf «
AUTO RADIATOR REPAIRING, reliable rebuilflbig, recoring. New and rebuilt Ford radi
ators for sale, $8, $10, $12 in exchange Ship
given prompt attention
YOUNG’S
MARIANNE CROCKfTT ments
AUTO RADIATOR WORKS, 65 Portland St.,
Portland, Maine.
4-16

Vocal Teacher

I WAGON COVER8, TARPAULINS—I bare luel
8tudio—18 Maplt Street, Rockland I received some water proof duck which I can
Telephone 498-R.
I make up at jhort notice Into wster proof
i coverings
W. T TIBBETTS. Tel. tJ3-J. el
■ ! T76-W
H-tf

13»-lf
AUGUSTA TALBOT

LADIES- Will find a reliable stork of liair
I foods tit the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main
Street. HELEN C RHODES.
18-tf
Pupil o< Lillian Shattuck
INCOME TAX RETURNS—I am prepared to
16 Central St.
Tai. 136-5 give assistance in nuking out tax returns,
Camden
ItS-tf
i ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel 77.
6-tf

Violinist and Teacher

YOU CAN ALWAYS

Printer—man

or

143-tf

For Sale

4% Interest Paid oif Savings Accounts

To Let

ANIMAL

stenography.

AGENTS- Make $75 weekly selling guaraitteej hosiery*
guarantee $36 weekly full
time. 75c an hour spare time Experience un
necessary. PERFEtTWEAK HOSIERY, Darbv.
Pa
1O*H

SALESMAN

‘j MEMBER FEDERAL 'RESERVE SYSTEM'

ARMENTER L P0L5E

do

WANTED—Woman for kitchen help,
at SlI^SBt HOSPITAL.

S3

B. C. PERRY, JR.,

Can

WANTED Woman for general
JOHN MORRIS, Spruce Head, Me

at the Shipyard

ffl

$16 a Ton

M.B.&C.O. Perry

j

Wanted

ROCKVILLE

BURN

$1.50 Men's Neckties ................ 98c

THOMASTON, MAINE

January lj,

Park Theatre

• « « *

DAVIS & STURM

Overalls, were $2.25; now

1 uesaay,

—

THOMASTON

IN

:e,

FOR SALE OR TO LBT—The six room Wash
Miller house in Camden. 2 Curtis Ave. Inquire
at 27 GAY STREET, Rock’and.
11*14

FOR SALE—Cockerels,—1 White Wyandotte.
1 White Leghorn, several R I. Reds, stock
from Galen Farms, Clyde, N. Y. PAUL .1
STAAE8KN, Head of the Bay
10*13
FOR SALE—Smoke damaged furniture, In
truding stoves, beds, coucli. nigs, chairs, etc.
Apply at premises, 22 BREWSTER ST
10-tf

FOR SALE—1916 Ford touring car at a bar
gain. DANIEL MUNRO, at Munro's Restaurant.
Park street.
10-13
FOR SALE OR TO LET—8 room house with
iKith on Grace street. DANIEL MUNRO, at
Munro's Restaurant, Park Street.
10-13
FOR SALE—1 White Wyandotte. 1 White
Leghorn, several R. 1. Reds, stock from Galen
Farms, Clyde. N. Y. PAT’L J. STAALBSEN,
Head of the Bay.
10* 13
FOR SALE- Pair of grey suede high cut,
high heel, laced boots, size 5A. Never been
worn; $6. Inquire at 11 MASONIC STREET
10-13
FOR SALE—One horse sled, single horse
pung, upholstered sleigh. No. 3 Stoddard churn,
all in good condition Can be seen at CLIF
FORD M SPEAR’S, Bast Warren Hudson Far
rington.
8*15

FOR SALE—Hard, soft and mixed wood. Tel.
23-12. E L. FASSETT, Golden Nugget Farm.
West Meadow Road. Rockland.
8-15 .
FOR SALE—Standing wood at Hosmer Pond.

C. E GROTTON. Rockport. Me.
7*14
FOR SALE—The Isaac Jameson homestead.
op|x>site Oakland Park car station. The farm
contains about 38 acres Splendid pasture and
quantities of berries
Wood for home use.
Orchard of 40 trees, mostly all winter fruit
See GEORGE K. JAMESON for terms, just
across the road, or write Rockland, R F. D
122 G.
K
10-tf
$1 i»er cord.

FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at ^’orthport,
25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
of wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
home. aAddress IHCKEY-KNOWLTON CO., Belf.fsf. Me
7*tf

FOR SALE—I have some beautiful thorough
bred (’ollie pups, nine weeks old
Price $10
each. JOHN S. RANLETT, Rockville, Me., Tel.
352-14
7-tf

FOR SALE—Two 25 h p. gasoline engines.
These engines, one of them in good shape, but
both in good running order. Will sell either
one of tlieni at a trade Can be seen at my
mill. The reason of sale is that I am going
to use electric motors for grinding.
L. N.
LITTLEHALE.
4-tf
FOR SALE—In Camoen, 17-room lodging
house on Chestnut street, near P. O. and Y. M.
<’. A. Beautiful view of water and mountains;
fitted for 3 flat apartment; furnished or un
furnished. Bargain if taken at once. Call at
42 CHESTNUT STREET, Casideu. Tel. 41-12.
134-ff

FOR SALE—Double tenement house, 28 and 36
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and Masonic St , wrth extra lot of land on Grace
exablne styles 4f you already have a plate Street
Will sell together. Apply to R. 1).
BUY FRUIT
bring It in and let us print you cards in latest COLLINS. 375 Main St., Rockland, or MRS. K.
Right at the
size. THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
3-tf
KELLEF. Fairfield. Maine.
79 tf
PARK THEATRE FRUIT STAND
NOTICE—R B Fillmore is authorized to rep
FOB SALE—Delicious sweet cider, fresh every
resent
The
Courier-Gezette
in
Knox
county
and
day
from
choice
apples
Delivered
anywhere
Fresh Candy. Full Line of Cigars,
to receipt for money paid on new and old sub Drop me a card
JAMES H SIMONTON,
Ciggrettei, Tobacco, Etc. 8-19 scriptions.
10M
Rockland, R F D.
120-tf

r

'
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. SPECIALS

/vumi.

Q r*

One lot of
>• .,
LINEN COLLARS, were* 25c; now,.................

In Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department especial
ly desires Information of social happenings,
parlies, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
'elephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ...................................................

QQ

One lot of
1
WOOL LINED GLOVES, were $2.50; now 1
One lot of
CAPS, were $2.00; now...........................
One lot of
CAPS, were $2.50; now..........................
One lot of
FLANNEL SHIRTS, were $3.00; now .
One lot of
FLANNEL SHIRTS, were $4.00; now .
One lot of
FLANNEL SHIRTS, were $5.00; now
One lot of
FLANNEL SHIRTS, were $7.50; now .

Many Rockland people are engaging
tjcketa for the social events taking
place in Thomaston Thursday and
Friday thia week, Mrs. John E. Walk
er having opened her beautiful heme
in the interest of tile fund being raised
by Herbert Hoover for the suffering
European children. Details appear
in the Thomaston news columns.

The Woman's Association of the
Baptist chureli meets Wednesday af
ternoon at 3 o’clock at the home of
Mrs. W. O. Fuller.

Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Smitli and Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. McLoon entertained the
Saturday Evening Auction Club at the
home ol Mr. Smith on Lincoln street
last week. The prize winners were
Mrs. W. W. Spear, Mrs. W. A. Glover.
Mrs. Louis Wardwell, H. N. McDougall
and E. J. Hellier. Supper Was served.

The Philharmonic rehearsal will be
held at the home of E. F. Berry, 25
Grove street Wednesday evening of
this week. Mr Chapman will be pres
ent.

Dorothy, 8-year-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon J! White, is convales
cing from an appendicitis operation at
the Silsby Hospital.
d of
Memorial church will meet with Mrs.
Harry Chase on Brew ster "street Wed
nesday evening.

SUITS and OVERCOATS at all prices. Come in.
No trouble to show goods.

o.

ELECTRICAL GOODS

Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Block of
Thomaston announce the engagement
of their daughter, Bessie Lena Block,
to Hyman Alperin of Rockland.

Aime Beaudoin arrived last Friday
from a three weeks' visit at his home
in Montreal.

GUYER HATS, were $8.30; now ....

DOWN GO PRICES ON

770

v

I One lot of
WOOL HOSE, were 75c; now......................
! One lot of
SHOES, were $6.50; now.............................
• One lot of
SHOES, were $8.00; now.....................
> One- lot of
WOOL UNDERWEAR, was $2.00; now
* One lot of
4 QQ
FUR LINED GLOVES, were $7.00; now
« One lot of
,
C AQ
FUR LINED GLOVES, were $7.50; now *>*‘*»'

The Ladies' Auxiliary of WinslowHolbrook Post will meet next Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Minnie Miles, 31
Ocean street. A cordial invitation is
extended to all members.
The Chapin Class of the Universalist
church will meet in the church parlors
Wednesday evening at 7.30 following
the regular circle supper.

Mammoth Masonic Food Fair

WE have cut prices on all electrical goods, 10 per
cent on the larger appliances; 20 per cent on the
smaller.

We have done this, despite the fact that the manu
facturers have not reduced prices to us—and say they
do not know when they can.. They did not advance
prices materially through war times and that they can
not, therefore, cut them materially now.

Still we have cut prices.
It is our part in the effort to bring prices down and
to promote normal business.

You can buy today the high-grade electrical appli
ances at prices we feel sure can not, for months and
perhaps years, be reduced again.

at the Arcade

February 21-26, 1921
Gigantic

Colossal

Mammoth

An assortment of' exhibits that will dazzle the eyo

FREE GIFTS DAILY
BABY SHOW

PHILHARMONIC CLUB
HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS

J. A. Lester of Portland spent Sun
day with his famly at The Keag.

The Universalist Ladles’ Circle will
meet Wednesday afternoon for work
The Circle supper will be served as
usual 6.30. The housekeepers sire;
Mrs. Grace Black, Mrs. Mabel Mc
Loon, Mrs. Freda Smith, Mrs. Nettie
Wotton, Mrs. Eva Hellier, Mrs. Fred
rica Weeks, Mrs. Hazel Black. The
priee of suppers has been changed. The
head of the house will furnish and
pay 10 cents; all other members of
the family and guests 25 cents; those
not furnishing will pay 50 cents.
Stephen P. Gould, principal of the
High School at Bowdoinham, silent
the weekend at his home in this city.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN CONTEST

SEASON TICKET LIMITED TO 1000

Electrical appliances help you to economize. They save
labor. They increase your time for doing the really
necessary and worth-while things in life.

Mrs. Edith Duncan, the Spirella
Corset iere, has returned home after
visiting her mother, Mrs. Jane Hart,
in Lincolnville.
Charles Bowen of Isle au Haut is
here with his family at 21 Trinity
street.

BREAKFAST WITHOUT
TOAST IS LIKE A SONG
WITHOITMISIC
Get your toaster at 20%
off.
You can have delicious,
crisp goiden-brown
toast
every morning- every meal
—if you have an Electric
Toaster on your table. At
tach the cord to the socket
and in a twinkle it’s piping
hot. Toast as you want it,
one or two slices at a time as
fast as you want it, as warm
as you like it.

Bart Kirk was home from Water
ville over Sunday, the guest of his
mother.

GET YOURS EARLY

Mrs. Donald Clark was called to her
home in Utica, N. Y., Saturday by the
news .of her sister’s illness.

WHILE THEY LAST
SHALL MAKE

BARCAIN v PRICES ON

Winter Overcoats
This is your opportunity to get an Overcoat at less
than you can buy it next year.

FRANK C. KNIGHT

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar J. Smith have
returned
from
Brookline,
Mass.,
where they have been making an ex
tended stay on account of their
daughter's illness. The imtlent is now
convalescent.
- Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson anddaughters Priscilla and Dorothy have
returned to Isle au Haut. after a two
weeks’ visit with Mr. and- Mrs. Owen
Rogers, 12 Willow street.

The Metliebesec Club held its regular
meeting Friday afternoon at the home
BBtSBLto of Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham. Current
events were given in response to tin
roll-call. The study of Belgium was
continued. A carefully prepared pa
per on Mines and Minerals was given
by Mrs. Ava Jackson, and a compre
hensive paper on Imports and Exports
by Mrs. Nettie Perry. The next meet
ing will be held with Mrs. C. W. Shel
don.- 78 Broad street, Feb. 4. Members
are requested to respond to the rollcall with items in regard to the King
or Queen of Belgium.

MERCHANT TAILOR

: : :TODAY : ♦ :

A touching story of youth's folly and motherhood's glory.

Charles F. Sacker of Brockton is
the guest of his mother, Mrs. M. E.
Saeker, at The Meadows.

Episode No. 18 of “THE VANISHING DAGGER”

Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Spear re
turned from Boston Saturday evening.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
MARGUERITE CLARK

The Ladies -Vid of the M. E. Church
will meet for work Wednesday after
noon. Circle supper at 6 o’clock.

DOROTHY DALTON in

“GUILTY OF LOVE”

—IN—

“ALL OF

A SUDDEN

PEGGY”

The newspapers said she had married him. Next morning, she was
found asleep in his rooms. Then, when his “folks" arrived, Peggy calm
ly announced she wasn’t married at all! Scandalous!!—Awfully! But
net so bad when you really understand.

“BRIDE 13”—“THE REEFS OF TREACHERY”
Comedy—“SHOULD A HUSBAND DANCE?”
BBilBIlHIH
•AYPH0NI4M.

f,ii'

’

’ A

1 -‘

MISHT PNONB 7M-W.

AMBULANCE CALLS
With careful and experienced men la
charge, gives prompt attention. We
use the utmost care and good Judg
ment in handling all cases.

BURPEE

FURNITURE

COMPANY

UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT

ROCKLAND, MAI NR

Miss Nelen Corbett touched upon
four special points why women should
take |uu-t in politics, during an ad
dress on "Women As Voters." which
she’ delivered before the Woman’s
Educational Club in the Methodist
parlors last night Under the head
of commercialism she said that wo
men should serve in the City Gov
ernment because as housewives and
buyers they could learn how to con
duct
affairs
more
economically.
From
the educational
standpoint
physicians and dentists will be in
voked to preserve health in the way
that mothers cannot or will nob. The
advent of women in politics also has
a tendency to cut out the professional
politician. Miss Corbett. The church
es were criticised by the speaker ns
sometimes being too lax in looking
after those who are temporarily down
and out. Miss Corbett's address was
much appreciated. Mrs. Hazel D.
Anzalone. Mrs. Ethel Campbell and
Mrs. Winnie Horton were admitted to
membership in the Educational Club
and a long list of applicants awaits
the action of the next meeting. A pe
tltton in behalf of the Smith-Townley
bill was Inld on the table until the
next meeting. The celebrity for the
next meeting wiil be Eugene V. Debs.
Mrs. Wilder will have charge of cur
rent events.

cent

cent

Mrs. Charles Frohoek of Lincolnville
Is at Knox Hospital for treatment.

I
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Every-Other-Day

BRIGHTEN YOUR HOME
With a Cheery Lamp—NOW
20% Off
Our entile assortment, a
hundred and one styles and
varieties of portable lamps
have been included in the re
duction of prices. Our large
scale buying brings to you
every desirable pattern and,
always lowly priced, the
present cut gives you a pur
chasing opportunity seldom
had.
The dominant note in all
our lamp selections has been
restfulness, cheerfulness and
beauty. And all are now
combined with price reduc
tion. Whatever your ideas
may be, from the
tiny
boudoir lamp to the tall and
graceful floor lamps we feel
sure that they can find ex
pression in our stock.

Why not buy today t(iat electrical appliance you have
so long been needing and that will make your life as
much better worth living—the washing machine, the
vacuum cleaner, the iron, the toaster.
You may wait years for prices as low as these we now
offer.

Wi

Western Electric
KEEP WARM
With an Electric Pad 20%
Off
Soothing warmth respond
ing to your finger’s touch,
when and where you want
it.
Flexible, light and soft,
with three separate heats,
operating from any light
socket in a moment — the
Heating Pad is regarded as a
necessity in homes where it
is introduced.

GENEROUS
REDUC
TION ON IRONS
Quick and evenly-distrib
uted heat, highly nickeled
ironing surface, long flexible
cord, socket plug and a heat
ing unit that lasts for years
are some of the features that
describe the C. M. P. assort
ment of Electric Irons. Let
us show you. 20% Off.
A

ELECTRIC

HEATERS
SPELL
BA WARMTH

AND
COMFORT

SEWING MACHINES
10% Off
The chance you have been
waiting for— this special
offer on Portable Sewing
Machines gives you the op
portunity to try one of these
splendid labor-saving appli
ances in your home.
The Electric Sewing Ma
chine spells the end of
treadle pushing.
Drudgery
and worry disappear. Your
sewing becomes real fun
when you have an Electric
Portable Machine.
Simply press fhe foot con
trol and the little motor
does all the hard work—you
simply watch and control it.
The entire machine which
is no larger than a typewrit
er, can be readily carried
about and used wherever you
have a lanipsocket. It can
be operated all day for a few
cents.

WASHERS 10% OFF
Electrical washers are not
an ideal—they are a reality.
And what a glorious way to
wash—no work, no worry,
no wear on the clothes and
only a trifling cost. Truly,
these
efficient
household
servants have reduced the
wash day to the wash hour.
Everything washable,
from delicate garments to
woolen blankets, is thor
oughly cleansed by the me
chanical laundress.
Simplicity, safety, sani
tariness and the price now
urge the purchase of a
washer. Why not ask for
demonstration?

1

VOLK FAVORITE CLEAN
ER-LESS 10%
Light, sturdy and eco
nomical, the electrical clean
er has established itself as
another household servant.
They remove not only sur
face dirt, threads and lint,
but
trodden-in grit that
grinds the life out of rugs
and carpets.
Rugs, carpets, upholstery,
mattresses, pillows, draper
ies and clothing are cleaned
and the air sweetened and
refreshed.
Ask for a demonstration
—no obligation whatever. *

20% Off
ELECTRIC RANGES ARE
All the cheery glow of the
ECONOMICAL—10% OFF
open fire-place without its
The Automatic ElectHc
attendant dust and dirt can
I be yours if you have a port- Range saves you money. It
! able electric Radiator. Use saves on fuel bills, saves on
it in cold weather to help the food bills, saves on house
regular heating system— hold bills, saves on household
clean, odorless, safe and ef help, saves time, patience,
labor and nervous strain.
ficient.
PERCOLATE GOODNESS
INTO YOUR COFFEE
10% off on Pumps,
20% off on all small appliances, Lighting Fixtures.
The best coffee is perco
lated, never boiled. Strength
and color are added to the
coffee wfffi each round of
SALESROC
circulation. It is full-flav
kOCKLANL), IHOMA5TON, CAMDEN
ored, clear and ready for the
Telephone 530
cup BEFORE IT BOILS. "

Dish Washers.

KNOX ELECTRIC COMPANY
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FARM BUREAU'S WORK
. .

..

Massachusetts Sons and Daughters- of

ror Knox

Maine |ndu|ge |n High Jinks.

~

Has

Done

Much

•razorvillecsntennial"

and Lincoln Counties Despite Tender Age.

,
. ~~
A correspondent writes to rThe
I Courier-Gazette:
The Razorville (Me.) Centeniflul.
staged by the Somerville (Mass.) S451*8
of Maine Club, was a scream. Sc?1****
of the items in the evening's progi'aq|
were—Overture. “Razorville Forev^1*.”
Razorville Band; Address of Welcome.
Dr. Theophilus Welcome ScattergOod
(A. B. Crocker—“Boze’'); Chofhs.
“Home Brew.” Gore Mixed (up) Quar
tet: “Something Sour.” Puddle D*>ek
Male Quartet: “One Hundred Year# of
Razorville.” Pluto Puddenhead (<3uy
E. Healey) (John Razor would be As
tonished to know some of the hist°*’>'
of the town!): Musical Director. HC^ekiah Straddler (Harry M. Hanly.)
About 40 persons, men and wond^ii.
took part and for two hours an audi
ence of about 350 persons had a laU^i*
coming every minute. Some of the cos
tumes worn by the women were exceedingly funny. The address of wel
come was thus presented:
“Friends. Romans. Countrymen And
Razorvillians—lend me your ears w'hil^
I welcome you on this great and sus
picions occasion. It is eminently ifoet
and fitting that I. whose middle
is Welcome, should welcome to this
historic hall the former sons and
daughters of dear old Razorville, on
this great occasion.
One hundred
years ago when we set Massachusetts
off from Maine, we kept the territory
and gave her the people, and we pave
been sending her our people*ever since.
In those days Razorville was no* so
celebrated as she is today. TU^ay
from Eastport on the east to the.Veutian Islands on the west she is jUstly
celebrated for two things—her pard
cider and Sam Yanner.
“We welcome you home again to fair
Razorville. Once a feller named G<>lddust (one of the famous Gold^ust
twins) wrote a poem about Razor
ville. but the name was so long that
he had to use the name of a tP^ n.
further up the road, and he called it
Sweet Auburn.

The Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau is
’now well started on its second year.
The first year of its existence, the
formative period, was somewlrat expe
rimental, but the results achieved in
the various lines of endeavor proved
the need of just such an organization
in these two counties.
For three years agricultural exten
sion work had been carried on here by
The United States Department of Agri
culture and the State College of Agri
culture. with a reasonable degree of
success, but with the Farm Bureau co
operating there is opportunity for a
much greater development of agricul
tural interests. From the report for
thp year, filed with the county commis
sioners. in compliance with the law
granting county aid in Farm Bureau
work, these items are taken:
Total visits made by the county
si gent, 1210: meetings held or at tend<*d by county agent. 183; attendance at
these meetings. 2796; personal letters
mailed. 676; circular letters mailed.
2849: bushels of improved silage corn
introduced. 100: acres of improved si
lage corn planted, 220; number of
farmers keeping year’s accounts. 49;
poultry culling demonstrations, 28;
number of birds eliminated, 1005;
Lushels of seed oats introduced, 60;
acres sown to improved oat seed, 20.
There have been eight organized
c ommunities with town chairmen anti
project leaders and one community
with a project leader only. The towns
in which organization should be com
pleted early this year are Appleton,
Camden, Damariscotta, Dresden, Jeffer
son, Rockport, Union. Whitefield and
Wiscasset. Executive committee, com
munity committee and community
meetings totaling 77 were held.
A. M. Mayo of Thomaston, poultry
project leader, assisted in the distribu
tion of 100 bushels of New York Mam
moth flint corn for silage, from the use
of which very satisfactory results were Sweet Auburn! loveliest village of the plain
health and plenty cheered the laP°ring
obtained. A campaign to encourage Where Swain.
”
the use of better seed oats was also
“You see. in them days there was a
successfully carried on.
family of Swains lived down in Hard
Dairy feed meetings were held in scrabble, forehanded, good providers?
Union, Warren, Jefferson. Nobleboro and all that, but a leetle might pack*
,.n<J Damariscotta. In the campaign J ward Qn h
Q
One day long-le^8ed
for elimination of scrub hulls the ,Me- I „
{C ___
Jjm.........
gwain
....
........waa
.....driving a yoke
.lomak National Hank of \\aldoboro OX£.n down
the c
on when a
and the Security Trust Co. of Hock- , gtrange,. stopped him and said to him
land have offered to negotiate loans _.M friend m, 1)OSOm heaveg wlth
for the purchase of purebreds.
_ I ,,mot|on when I stand upon this halPlans have been made for community ,OW(,d and cIassic ground? .ye< say«
milk testing circles in Nobleboro, War- | lk(. ..groundg all right {or hf.ans, corn
ren and Thomaston.
potatoes and sich. but aint worth a
The poultry culling demonstrations dam for wheat. Wher-hysh!’
ttroused much interest and there is ex
“Oh, if John Razor of Razor's Corner
pected to be a strong demand for dem had only lived to see this glorious day!
onstrations this year. Pruning dem Again we welcome you to this dear
onstrations were given in Camden. old town, of whose early history' the
Warren and Newcastle and sheep poet so feelingly wrote of her pe°ple:
treating demonstrations in Waldoboro
WLli one hand on the mason's trowtfb
and Warren.
And the other sawing wood,
The county agent co-operated in When they fought Injuns, wild cats,
work with representatives of the State • New England run el cetery.
Thrice
Department of Agricultuie, the New KVeIcome within these classic Walls,
England Milk Producers' Association. I dedicaled t0 those who fen fighting,
the Maine Sweet Corn Growers’ Asso-I part of .fm fcll fighling Injuns, and
elation, the Maine Sheep and
°°1 . part fell fighting hard cider—fifty'hfty.
Growers’ Association and the Rockland | wuh open heartg we welcome you to
Merchants Association.
j our Hornes and firesides, our horses,
A brief summary of the work In the ! sneep, cattle, eggs, butter, cheese, milk,
harm Bureau plan of the two counties j fowj,
t
cetery, so long as yod
this year includes:.
\ I the market price.”
Crop project, good seed oats: dairy !
______________
project, dairy feed meetings, silage'
r'DrCM’C TCI AMT>
corn and better stock; poultry project.X
L»KLt-iN O l^LAINU
selection of breeders, culling; club pro-T
-----ject, spraying and pruning; accounts
The I'. S. S. Zizania, Capt. C*- U
Sherman, was at Heron Neck, Ja1*. !2.
project, keeping farm accounts.
Congratulations were in order tor
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette Capt. Sherman, who was recently ma.rried.
carries the home news of Knox county
Bradford Bray and William Dutler
to every State In the Union and to were dinner guests at the lighthouse
Tuesday.
many foreign lands.

Kill That Cold With
■ 4z

CASCARA

QUININE

FOR

AND

La Grippe

Colds, Coughs

•

Neglected Colds are Dangerous

Take no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first sneeze*

Breaks up a cold in 24 hours — Relieves
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache
Quinine in this form does not affect the head-—Cascara is best Ton.c
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill s.

• ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT *

JURISPRUDENCE IN

MAINE

State That Stands High In Respect To
the Ability and Character of Its
Judges.

[Boston Transcript]
An echo of the celebration of the
Maine centennial came with the recent
observance by the Maine Bar Associa
tion of the completion of 100 years of
jurisprudence in the Pine Tree State.
Included among the scholarly address
es of the occasion was one by Chief
Justice Leslie C. Cornish of the Su
preme Judicial Court of Maine in which
he not only recounted the history of
that tribunal, but spoke of the modes
of administering justice among the
settlers of the Province of Maine, lie
thus recalled to mind the fact that
there was In Maine organised machin
ery for the maintenance of law and or
der and the settlement of disputes
over property rights as early as 1638.
It was in that year tliat the Commis
sioners’ Court was established at Saco
under the Gorges Patent which cov
ered the country from the Piscataqua
to the Kennebec. There were seven
commissioners, not one of whom was
a lawyer. The speaker of today did
not express an opinion as to the char
acter of the justice administered by
these rude judges of the early years, but
it may be assumed that in a primitive
community lack of knowledge of the
law may have been no serious handi
cap. They were soon succeeded by
other courts equally primitive, which
found work to do. as is attested by the
fact that there still stands in the vil
lage of York the Jail which was erect
ed there in 1633.
In tracing the later history of the
courts of the Colonial Period. Judge
Cornish, referring to the union of
Maine and Massachusetts, said that
Maine was a child by adoption rather
than by descent. Incidentally, he re
called that in 1677 the Massachusetts
Bay Colony obtained a release from
the rights to the Province of Maine
under the Gorges patent, paying for
them £1250. a sum equivalent to the
price of an Aroostook farm today. For
about a century and a half the courts
of Maine were a part of the judicial
system of Massachusetts as colony and
State. The Bownalborough Court
house, built in 1761, still stands as a
memorial of this period in the history
of jurisprudence in Maine. Judge Cor
nish told his hearers that while it was
a part of Massachusetts. Maine con
tributed four justices to the Supreme
Court of the Bay State, while two
others, appointed from Massachusetts
proper, were born in Maine.
Establishment of the Supreme Ju
dicial Court followed immediately upon
the admission of Maine to the Union.
In the hundred years since then, it has
been given distinctiotk by the service
of many men of brilliant attainments,
some of whom have wop fame in the
government of the nation. Judge Cor
nish spoke of the cordial relations that
had ever been maintained between
bench and bar in Maine and bench and
bar in Massachusetts. A similar ex
pression was contained in remarks by
Justice Henry K. Braley of the Su
preme Judicial Court of Massachusetts,
who was one of the guests of the oc
casion. Certainly there should be har
mony in the interpretation and admin
istration of the law In States so nearly
related and with so many common in
terests. In the cordial relations which
have ever been maintained by the law
yers of Maine and Massachusetts there
may. perhaps, be found an example for
men in other occupations, in some of
which there may not now exist that de
gree of fellowship that would be of
mutual advantage.
MONEY IN HENS

]St. Louis Globe Democrat]
At the annual show of the St. Louis
Poultry and Pet Stock Association a
turkey weighing fifty-seven pounds
was sold for $1000, and cockerels were
■'xhibited valued at $130 each. This is
something that would have been unbe
lievable a few years ago. Tljere has
been wonderful development of poul
try in the last half century, most won
derful during the past sore of years.
Fowls are not now bred nor judged at
shows so much for their fancy appear
ance as in former years, though form
and appearance still rule as the chief
points of judging. Development of the
various breeds has followed the lines
of practical production. What the bird
can turn into the pocket of its owner
in cold cash is now the chief standard
of fowl value, and to increase that
amount is the constant purpose of
breeders. Probably the casual cash re
turns from poultry in the United States
have been doubled within a few years
because of the better care given fowls
as a result of the educational campaign
carried on though shows and by the
State and Federal experiment stations
and bulletins. The keynote of this
education is that it does not make so
much difference which breed the farm
er and the keeper of backyard poultry
selects as it does what attention is paid
to the fowls themselves and to the se
lection of individuals for breeding pur
poses. The time is past when it pays
to feed "just hens." The average of
mongrel chickens lays about 100 eggs
a year. Through special selection of
individuals for their laying qualities
and vigor hens that lay 300 eggs a year
have been developed in several breeds,
and in all the American breeds hens
have been produced approximating
that number.
FEUDS IN AMERICA

A Fertile

Soil Means Money Crops

known that bumper harvests seldom follow one
The thoughtful New England farmer will capi
talize this knowledge —and will make the most of marketing
conditions—by preparing for a record crop with New England
Animal Fertilizers. The more bushels you grow per acre—
the greater your profits.

is well
ITanother.

New* England Animal Fertilizers are made from Bone-BloodMeat Meal and essential chemicals—mixed with high grade
German Potash of our own importation, the only kind used.
They are specially adapted to New England soil conditions,
and insure both heavy crops and low cost of production.
The prices of New England Animal Fertilizers have been
reduced to lowest level — the high standard of the products
remains the same. Order your supply of New England Animal
Fertilizers now. They mean a fertile soil and a money crop.

Send for booklet containing
valuable records for farmers.

NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER COMPANY
Branch of Consolidated Rendering Company

Boston, Mass.

NEW ENGLAND
Animal Fertilizers

Every-Other-Day 1

1921.

[Philadelphia Public Ledge.)
The death of Captain "Devil Anse'
Hatfield, at the age of eighty-one. calls
attention to the long-drawn battle be
tween the Hatfields and McCoys, in
which he was the leader for his family,
in the fifteen years’ continuance of the
struggle thirty-five persons were slain.
The mountains of West Virginia,
Kentucky and Tennessee still harbor
fatnilies that treasure a grudge of long
standing and fight it out on occasion.
The original cause of controversy may
have faded from all remembrance: but
the fury in the blood persists, and the
passion of revenge is handed down
along with the shooting irons as family
transmittenda.
Feuds among these mountaineers are
the nefarious parallel of the vendettas
of Corsica, of Albania and of other still
primitive places, where some men
stand guard, bristling with armame’nts,
over others who are tilling the fields or
reaping.
The "civilized” countries
have read many a lecture to these
“barbarians”: but in the world war we
proved our superior standing by the
nse of science to kill other men with
the highly specialized devices the "sav
ages” do not possess.
We are ready to denounce the Be
douins and the Druses. the Kurds and
the Tartars for their deeds of bloody
violence and tribal or private reprisal,
hut it would be to the point to set our
own house in order ere we preach.

DAD IS STRONG FOR THE APEX, TOO
SHE:

“Dad, do you remember the time Mother

hid your pipe and tobacco to teach you

to

quit

dropping ashes on the floor?”

HE:

“Do I?

She certainly had me guessing.

Thank Heavens I bought her an Apex.

And then, it makes

doesn’t care how much I spill.

her cleaning work so

Now she

much easier that she looks

better and seems to be a lot happier.

That Apex is

the best investment I ever made.”

Every member of the family finds the home made brighter and
cheerier by the Apex Electric Suetion Cleaner.
vanquished.

Dust and dirt are

Longer life is added to the rugs and furnishings.

The

woirian’s energy is saved for social affairs and pleasanter household

duties.
The Exclusive features of the Apex will delight you.

Let us

explain them to you in full, at your home.
*

Give it a free 5-day trial.

No obliga

tion or expense on your part!

It tops them all for speed and effici
ency and operating cost is trifling.
Sold on convenient monthly terms, if

Electric <

Cleaner

so desired.

We want EVERYONE to own

an Apex Cleaner!

WHY NOT TELEPHONE FOR YOUR FREE TRIAL TODAY?

KNOX ELECTRIC CO/ rockland, =!aston

.CAMDEN

lelephone 530

ROCKLAND
LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

THIN ICE ACCIDENTS

fSalem News.]
One of the most beautiful features
of Eastern Massachusetts is the large
—HAS PAID—
number of lakes and ponds which
provide such fine boating in summer
and skating in winter. Many little
SINCE 1907
Shares in the 67th Series now on sale rivers also make a lot of sport for the
young crowd. But 'to parents the
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
time of thin ice on the sheets of
Office 407 Main Street
waterjs one of anxiety, and the acci
dents that always occur indicate that
ROCKLAND, MAINE
i-M | there is nerd for more caution.
Most people who have done much
skating in their youth can recall
times when they found themselves on
very thin ice, and ran a chance of »
battle for life in the chilly waters
The trouble with rivers and large
ponds, is that they freeze over grad
ually, and that certain portions when
Bright eyes, a dear skin and a body there are swift currents, or springs
will solidfy much later than the rest
full of youth and health may be After the whole surface is frozen. th<
yours if you will keep your system thin sections may look about the sam<
in order by regularly taking
as other portions, unless the skater.1
take pains to notice tho condition o»
the ice. A skater may be flying along
on what seems perfectly strong cov-'
ering, when all at once he may rur
on a thin spot and go through.
I Those who ev£r went into deep waCAPSULES
1 ter know what a frightful experience
it is. Even if they got out. they rui
The world’s standard remedy for kidney, a chance of shkness from the expos
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, the ure. The good old rule used to be tf
enemies of life and looks. In use since wait until there had been several zert
1696. All druggists, three sizes.
nights before going on the great
Look for the nMme Gold Medal on every box ponds, and then keep an eye out foi
and accept no imitation
airholes and stream outlets.

S/2% DIVIDENDS

Women
Made Young
COLD MEDAL

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ESTABLISHED 1868

Deposits $2,265,152.49
Deposits draw interest from first day of each month,
j Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
2 of4't per annum.

Motherls

MedlClIie

/or thefamily

When mother was a little girl, TIER mother always kept thia
same L. i. Atwood” remedy in the house, for it was then
in general use, just as it is today. And everybody knew it
was pure and safe to take for those frequent attacks of indi
gestion winch cause biliousness, with headache or loss of
appetite and energy,
,
A teaspoon dose at bedtime op an hour before breakfast will
relieve the bowels aed tone the stomach and liver so that
strength, energy and cheerfulness return. Sixty dose bottle. *
50 cents, everywhere.
F.” Medicine Co., Portland,

